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Introduction
Soil compaction quality control is currently
accomplished by determining the in-place
compacted dry unit weight and comparing it with
the maximum dry unit weight (γdmax) obtained
from a standard laboratory compaction test. INDOT
requires that the inplace dry unit weight for
compacted soil be over 95% of the laboratory
maximum dry unit weight. In order to determine the
inplace dry unit weight, INDOT engineers
generally use the nuclear gauge, which is hazardous
and also cumbersome due to strict safety
requirements. Thus, several tests, such as the
Dynamic Cone Penetration Test (DCPT) and the
Clegg Hammer Test (CHT), have been considered
as alternatives. In spite of significant research
performed to interpret the results of the DCPT and

CHT, no reliable correlations are available in the
literature to employ these tests for soil compaction
quality control. Therefore, the main goal of the
present study is to evaluate the use of the DCPT
and the CHT for compaction quality control and to
develop interpretation methods for the DCPT and
CHT.
In this research, a number of DCPTs and CHTs
was performed on road sites in Indiana, in a test
pit, and in a special test chamber at Purdue
University. A statistical approach was applied to
account for in situ compaction variability to
develop compaction quality criteria using the test
results.

Findings
Based on the test results provided by INDOT, we
developed correlations between maximum dry unit
weight (γdmax), optimum moisture content (OMC,
wcopt), plastic limit (PL), and liquid limit (LL) for
Indiana soils. The specification of many agencies
in the U.S. for density control (e.g., 95% relative
compaction) has been in effect for more than 30
years. The data available in the literature indicates
that the actual mean values of relative compaction
achieved on the sites were roughly two to three
percent
greater
than
the
specification
requirements, but about 20% of the test results did
not meet the specification requirements. Several
studies indicate that relative compaction on site is
normally distributed. Specifications accounting for
the variability would be desirable.
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Based on the experimental program undertaken to
assess the Dynamic Cone penetration Test (DCPT)
and the Clegg Hammer Test (CHT), DCP criteria
for compaction quality control were suggested by
dividing the soils considered into three groups
based on the AASHTO soil classification. In
addition, the statistical variability of the test results
was considered in the development of the DCP
criteria for compaction quality control. Based on
the analysis of the data collected, the following
equations are proposed in this report.
(a) A-3 soils:
The
minimum
required
blow
count
(NDCP)req|0~12” for 0-12” penetration varies
from 7 to 10; it is a function of the coefficient of
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uniformity Cu. The following equation was
proposed for A-3 soils:
(NDCP)req|0~12” = 4.0ln(Cu) + 2.6
The (NDCP)req|0~12” is the minimum required
blow count for 0-to-12 inch penetration that
implies an RC of 95% with high probability.
(b) “Granular” soil (A-1 and A-2 soils, except soils
containing gravel):
The
minimum
required
blow
count
(NDCP)req|0~12” for this type of soil is
influenced by the fine particles that are present in
the soil. Since the plasticity index and the amount
of fine particles contained in the “granular” soil
correlate with the OMC, the minimum required
blow count for “granular” soils is suggested as a
function of the OMC as follows:
(NDCP)req|0~12” = 59exp(-0.12wcopt)
where wcopt = optimum moisture content. The
(NDCP)req|0~12” is the minimum required blow
count for 0-to-12 inch penetration that implies an
RC of 95% with high probability.

(c) Silty, clayey soils:
The minimum required blow count correlates with
the plasticity index and the percentage of soil by
weight passing the #40 sieve. Thus, we propose
the minimum required blow count (NDCP)req for
silty clay soils as a function of the plasticity index
and the percentage of soil by weight passing the
#40 sieve (F40) according to:
(NDCP)req|0~6” = 17exp[-0.07PI(F40/100)]
where (NDCP)req|0~6” = minimum required blow
count for 0-to-6 inch penetration that implies an
RC of 95% with high probability, PI = plasticity
index, and F40 = % passing the # 40 sieve; and
(NDCP)req|6~12” =27exp[-0.08PI(F40/100)]
where (NDCP)req|6~12” = minimum required
blow count for 6-to-12 inch penetration that
implies an RC of 95% with high probability.
The relationship of Clegg Impact Value
(CIV) with relative compaction exhibited
considerable variability.

Implementation
The DCP criteria proposed in this study can be
tentatively used in soil compaction quality
control for soils like those studied in this
research. Based on the test results, we suggest
the use of DCPT as a tool for soil compaction
quality control. This research found that the
DCPT was effective in ensuring the required
relative compaction for soil compacted at the
specified water content.
Implementation projects can help refine the
findings of this research and facilitate the use of

the DCPT in routine projects by INDOT engineers. In
the long run, the DCPT can progressively replace the
nuclear density gauges, which are hazardous and also
cumbersome to use.
Since DCPT compaction control criteria are still in
the development stages, it is
recommended that further research be performed to
investigate the short and longterm feasibility of using
DCPT as a quality control tool in the context of field
implementation projects.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Background

A pavement structure is mainly composed of the surface course, the base course, and the
subbase layers on a prepared subgrade. Subgrade, as the foundation of the pavement
structure, may often govern the pavement performance and, hence, the overall stability of
the pavement. Any pavement structure, either concrete or asphalt, is prone to excessive
stresses when constructed on a poor subgrade. Therefore, a quality subgrade enhances
pavement performance by supporting the traffic loads without undue deflection and
without creating stresses that damage a pavement structure.
In situ or nearby soil is typically used in the construction of a subgrade. This soil
is compacted at a water content near its optimum moisture content (OMC). Effective
assessment of subgrade compaction is essential to ensuring the stability of the subgrade
against traffic loads.
Subgrade compaction quality control is typically done by determining the in-place
compacted dry unit weight and water content of the subgrade and comparing the obtained
values with laboratory compaction test results. Typically, regardless of soil type, the
required dry unit weight for compacted soil should be over 95% of the laboratory
maximum dry unit weight determined by the standard Proctor test (Hilf 1991).
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In order to determine the in-place dry unit weight and the water content of
compacted subgrade soils, field project engineers generally use nuclear moisture-density
gauges and sometimes sand cone tests. Many agencies specify these practices for quality
control. However, use of either the nuclear gauge or the sand-cone test is hazardous,
slow, labor-intensive, or, in certain cases, not practical at sites where there is a large
variability in fill materials along any tested section (Fiedler et al. 1998, Livneh and
Goldberg 2001, Nazzal 2003). Also, even though the dry unit weight and the water
content of subgrade soils are indicators of the compaction quality of the subgrade, these
measurements do not always reflect all of the geotechnical properties that govern the
subgrade behavior under traffic loads.
In response to this need for safe, simple, and quick but effective methods to assess
the quality of subgrade compaction on site, the Dynamic Cone Penetration Test (DCPT)
and the Clegg Hammer Test (CHT) were introduced.
The Dynamic Cone Penetrometer (DCP) is a dynamic in situ penetration test. The
DCP is composed of an upper shaft that is rigidly connected to an 8kg (17.6-lb) drop
hammer, a lower shaft that contains an anvil, at the top and a cone at the bottom, and the
cone, which has an apex angle of 60 degrees and is replaceable. In order to perform the
test, the hammer is dropped on the anvil and the cone rapidly penetrates the underlying
layers. The DCP measures the dynamic penetration resistance of soil in situ. The DCP is
portable and relatively inexpensive.
The Clegg Hammer Test (CHT) was developed by Dr. Baden Clegg in the 1970s
for compaction quality control of roadways and embankments (Clegg 1976, Garrick and
Scholer 1985). It consists of three components: (1) a flat-ended cylindrical hammer, (2) a
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piezoelectric accelerometer attached on the top of the hammer, and (3) a guide tube. The
CHT measures the deceleration of the falling hammer when the hammer strikes the soil
surface. The accelerometer mounted on the hammer records the deceleration which is
expressed in terms of the Clegg Impact Value (CIV), defined as the ratio of the
deceleration to the tenth of gravitational acceleration (98m/s2).
In spite of significant research performed to interpret the test results of the DCPT
and the CHT, no reliable correlations are available in the literature between the results of
these tests and the compaction properties of the subgrade, mainly because most of the
studies have attempted to develop only empirical correlations of limited applicability.
Since the DCPT is a dynamic test, the results of the test reflect, to some extent,
the "dynamic" properties of the soil. In order to develop reliable correlations, the
underlying physics of this test needs to be considered. The DCPT can be modeled in a
way similar to how pile driving is simulated and the CHT in a way similar to how a
footing under impact loading is simulated.

1.2. Research Objectives

The main objective of this research was to develop methods to interpret the results of the
DCPT and the CHT. In order to achieve this goal, a series of DCPTs and CHTs was
performed on Indiana road sites, in a test pit, and in a test chamber at Purdue University,
West Lafayette, Indiana. Also, analytical and numerical solutions capable of simulating
the DCPT and the CHT processes were explored in this study. The main goals of this
research are as follows:
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1. Assessment of results of DCPT and CHT performed on several road sites in the
state of Indiana;
2. Assessment of results of DCPT and CHT performed in sand samples prepared in a
test chamber and in clayey soil samples prepared in a test pit;
3. Selection of analytical models that simulate the DCPT and CHT;
4. Verification of the prediction capability of the analytical models using the test
results for both the DCPT and the CHT;
5. Development of correlations between the DCPT and the CHT results and soil
compaction properties.

1.3. Scope and Organization

This report presents background information on soil compaction and field compaction
quality control methods. It also includes the analytical models used to simulate the DCPT
and the CHT and the details of the experimental program. The results of the tests
performed on Indiana soils as well as those of tests performed on a soil pit and in a test
chamber are also discussed. Correlations between the DCPT and the CHT results and soil
compaction properties are proposed. The report is organized into nine chapters, which are
outlined below:

CHAPTER 1 provides an introduction.
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CHAPTER 2 introduces background information on subgrade design and
construction.

CHAPTER 3 reviews field compaction tests for quality control of subgrade
compaction and also provides information on specifications used by transportation
agencies for soil compaction quality control.

CHAPTER 4 explains the sources of compaction variability and proposes a
procedure for the development of quality control criteria of soil compaction using in situ
test results.

CHAPTER 5 includes a literature review of dynamic analysis and the selection of
models for interpreting DCPT and CHT results.

CHAPTER 6 presents preliminary test results performed on a soil pit as well as
field test results of the DCPT and the CHT performed on several types of soils at Indiana
road sites. The test results also include the compaction properties of the soils tested.

CHAPTER 7 describes the DCPT and CHT performed on the chamber and the
details of the chamber test setup. The results of these tests performed under controlled
conditions were used to validate the analytical results.
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CHAPTER 8 compares the predictions from the dynamic analysis with the DCPT
and the CHT results obtained in a test pit and in a special test chamber at Purdue
University.

CHAPTER 9 summarizes the findings of this research and provides
recommendations for future research.
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CHAPTER 2. OVERVIEW ON SUBGRADE DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION

2.1. Introduction

Based on their mechanical behavior, road pavements are categorized into three major
groups: flexible, rigid, and composite. Although these pavement types transfer the traffic
loads to its subgrade through different mechanisms (see Figure 2.1), the subgrade, which
is the pavement foundation, should support these loads without undergoing excessive
deformation. Moving traffic wheel loads are typically dynamic and repeated in nature
causing elastic and plastic deformations in the pavement. Generally, the failure of
pavement structures is largely because of plastic deformations.

Subgrade

(a) Flexible pavement

Subgrade

(b) Rigid pavement

Figure 2.1 Schematic of vertical stress distribution due to wheel load acting on pavements.
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Several factors affect the subgrade soil behavior [i.e., soil characteristics, method
of compaction, degree of saturation (water content), dry unit weight of subgrade, and
stress level and history]. In this chapter, we briefly discuss the subgrade response to
traffic loading as well as its design. Lastly, the soil compaction theory used in the
determination of the quality of pavement subgrade is discussed.

2.2. Structural Response of Subgrade

When a single moving wheel load acts on a pavement, the load creates a transient stress
pulse [see Figure 2.2 (a)]. Due to these imposed stresses, the pavement layers, including
the subgrade, deform. The deformation of each pavement layer and the subgrade can be
obtained by integrating a strain diagram as the one shown in Figure 2.2 (b). A significant
amount of the surface deflection takes place due to the deformation of the subgrade [refer
to Figure 2.2 (b)].
Huang (2004) indicated that the deformation of a properly compacted subgrade is
almost recoverable under small traffic loads. Since the plastic deformation of the
subgrade decreases with increasing number of load cycles, the deformation developed in
the subgrade becomes essentially recoverable after a large number of repeated load cycles
are applied to the pavement.
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εz (strain)

Asphalt layer
Granular layer
σz

σ (stress)
τzx

Horizontal stress

τxz

Vertical stress
0

σx
Time

∫ ε dz = w
z

z

Subgrade

Shear stress
z (depth )
(a)

(b)

Figure 2.2 Pavement behavior under moving wheel load (a) stresses acting on element along with the transient stress distribution,
and (b) strain distribution with depth within the pavement layers and the subgrade (modified after Brown 1996).
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In order to carry out a mechanistic pavement analysis and design, it is vital to
work with subgrade properties that reflect its dynamics. In this regard, the parameter
“resilient modulus” was introduced in California during the 1950s (Brown 1996). The
resilient modulus (MR), defined as the elastic modulus based on the recoverable strain
under repeated loading, is given by:

σ
MR = d
εr

Eq. 2.1

where σd is the deviator stress, and εr is the recoverable (elastic) strain under repeated
loading.
Resilient modulus is one of the dynamic subgrade properties that can be used for
mechanical analysis of multilayered pavement structures. However, as shown in Figure
2.3, the subgrade behavior in the inelastic range also influences the subgrade behavior. In
order to understand the structural response of the subgrade, we should account for the
inelastic behavior as well as the elastic behavior of the subgrade since elastic soil
response takes place only at very small deformation levels (Salgado 2008).
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Strain
Elastic strain
Elastic strain
Accumulated
inelastic strain
Initial inelastic strain

Time

Figure 2.3 Strains developed in the subgrade versus time under repeated loads (modified
after Huang 2004).

2.3. Geotechnical Design of Subgrade

Subgrade design has grown in importance over time. By the early 1920s, engineers relied
on the experience gained from the successes and failures of the pavements designed up to
that time (Schwartz and Carvalho 2007). As experience-based pavement design evolved,
there was a need to categorize the subgrade soil types by their quality as a pavement
material. Hogentogler and Terzaghi (1929) in U.S. Bureau of Public Roads (PR), later
became the Federal Highway Administration, suggested a soil classification system that
could be used in an empirical method of subgrade design without mechanical testing of
subgrade soils. According to this classification system, uniform subgrades were
designated from A-1 to A-8, while nonuniform subgrades, from B-1 to B-3. The Public
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Roads Classification System was later modified into the American Association of State
Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) soil classification system (ASTM
D3282) that is commonly used for subgrade design and construction (see Table 2.1).
Subgrade soils are currently classified per the AASHTO soil classification system.

Table 2.1 AASHTO soil classification (after ASTM D3282-93)
General
Description
Group
Classification

Granular materials
A-1
A-1-a

A-1-b

50
max
30
max
15
max

50
max
25
max

A-3

Silt-Clay materials

A-2

A-4 A-5 A-6 A-7

A-2-4

A-2-5

A-2-6

A-2-7

35
max
40
max

35
max
41
min

35
max
40
max

35
max
41
min

36
min
40
max

36
min
41
min

36
min
40
max

36
min
41
min

10
max

10
max

11
min

11
min

10
max

10
max

11
min

11
min

% passing
No. 10
No. 40
No. 200

51
min
10
max

Liquid limit
Plasticity
Index
Usual types of
significant
constituent
materials
General rating
as subgrade

6
max

N.P.

Stone
Fragments,
Gravel and
Sand

Fine
Sand

Silty or Clayey
Gravel and Sand

Excellent to Good

Silty
Soils

Clayey
Soils

Fair to Poor

Plasticity index of A-7-5 subgroup is equal to or less than LL minus 30. Plasticity index
of A-7-6 subgroup is greater than LL minus 30.
At the end of the 1950s, the American Association of State Highway Officials
(AASHO) Road Test was conducted to study the performance of pavement structures
under actual traffic loading conditions (Croney 1977). The results obtained from the
ASSHO Road Test were used to establish a pavement design guide that primarily relies
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on the index properties of the subgrade (i.e., California Bearing Ratio, CBR). This design
guide is popular among most of the transportation agencies in the U.S. However, some
state agencies have devised their own index tests that have been used in the design of
pavements. For example, Illinois uses the Illinois Bearing Ratio (IBR); Florida, the
Florida Limerock Bearing Ratio (LBR); Washington, California, and Minnesota use the
Resistance Value (R-value); and Texas uses the Texas triaxial classification value
(Christopher et al. 2006). Different state agencies take different approaches as well to
subgrade design with different field construction and monitoring [quality control (QC)
and quality assurance (QA)] methods and specifications for subgrade compaction.
The pavement design guide was developed on an empirical basis so it cannot
account for various design conditions, such as the dynamic nature of traffic loading,
climate conditions, and diverse material properties. Thus, FHWA introduced the
Mechanistic-Empirical (M-E) Pavement Design Guide (ARA 2004), which incorporated
the theories of mechanics into the design of pavements, to better predict the pavement
response for given loading conditions. At present, there are several design methods
available to consider the mechanical stability of pavements.
Several mechanical input parameters are required for the method in the M-E
Design Guide. Also, several laboratory and field tests are recommended to characterize
the subgrade soil. Table 2.2 shows the minimum laboratory testing requirements. After
performing the laboratory tests, the geotechnical input parameters for the methods in the
M-E Design Guide are obtained. Depending on the hierarchical level, different properties
may be required. Table 2.3 shows the geotechnical input parameters required for
pavement design.
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Table 2.2 Minimum laboratory testing requirements for pavement designs (after ARA
2004)
Type of laboratory test

Deep Cuts

Proctor test (compaction)

∨

Atterberg limits

∨

Gradation
Shrink-Swell tests

∨

Permeability tests

∨

High
Embankments

At-Grade

∨
∨

∨

∨

∨
∨

∨

Consolidation tests
Shearing and bearing strength

∨

∨

∨

Resilient modulus

∨

∨

∨
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Table 2.3 Geotechnical input parameters required for pavement design (after ARA 2004).
Property

Description

General

γτ

In situ total unit weight

K0

Coefficient of lateral earth pressure

Stiffness/Strength of subgrade and Unbound Layers
kdynamic
k1, k2, k3
MR

CBR

Backcalculated modulus of subgrade reaction
Nonlinear resilient modulus parameters
Resilient modulus
California Bearing Ratio

R

R-value

ai

Layer coefficient

DCPI
PI
P200

Dynamic Cone Penetration Index
Plasticity Index
Percent passing No. 200 sieve
AASHTO soil class and USCS soil classification

υ

Poisson’s ratio

φ

Interface friction angle

As mentioned in Table 2.3, the stiffness and strength properties of the subgrade
soil are required inputs in pavement design following the M-E Design Guide as many of
the geotechnical properties influence pavement performance.
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2.4. Fundamentals of Soil Compaction

2.4.1. Background
Following the design process, the subgrade is built on site. At the time of construction,
field construction personnel ensure that the subgrade is constructed as designed. Proper
compaction of the subgrade determines its quality.
Compaction is the process by which the soil particles are artificially rearranged
and packed together into a denser state through the application of mechanical energy.
Compaction increases the concentration of soil solids, and therefore decreases its void
ratio. Since soil compaction forces the soil into a denser state, it is capable of resisting
more stresses with less deformation. Another benefit of soil compaction is that it
decreases the sensitivity of the soil to environmental changes, such as those caused (1) by
variability in water content and (2) freezing and thawing. As a result, soil compaction
also increases the uniformity of the subgrade.
Prior to the advent of compaction, earth fills were allowed to settle over a period
of a few years under their own self-weight before placement of the pavement on the fill.
Until the late 1920s, soil compaction was performed largely on a trial-and-error basis.
After Stanton (1928) first used soil compaction tests to determine the optimum moisture
content and maximum dry density, Proctor (1933) extended his study and presented the
effect of soil compaction on shear strength and permeability. He also contributed to
establishing the standard laboratory compaction test, popularly known as “Proctor test.”
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2.4.2. Structures and Engineering Properties of Compacted Soils
After Proctor’s study, several significant research studies were done to explain the
compaction characteristics of soils (Lambe 1958a; Lambe 1958b; Seed and Chan 1959;
Lambe 1962; and Foster 1962). Figure 2.4 illustrates the compaction characteristics of
soil.

γd
Dry side

Wet side

S=100%
(Zero Air Void Curve, ZAVC)

High compactive effort

Low compactive effort

Line of optimums

wc (%)
Optimum Moisture Contents (OMC)

Figure 2.4 Examples of compaction curves (modified after Lambe 1962).

As can be seen in Figure 2.4, soils in a dried state cannot be compacted well.
Adding water helps the soil particles to slide against each other, thereby enabling dense
packing of particles within a given volume. This phenomenon occurs until the molding
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water content reaches the optimum moisture content (OMC). However, if more water is
added to the soil mass after the OMC is reached, the water starts occupying space that
would otherwise have been occupied by soil solids and the compacted dry unit weight of
the soil therefore decreases. The compaction curve, which quantifies the relationship
between the dry unit weights and the molding water contents, depends on (1) the soil
type, (2) the amount of compaction effort, and (3) the compaction equipment type.
Knowledge of the change of soil fabric with water content is helpful in
understanding the compaction characteristics of soil (see Figure 2.4). At a given
compaction effort, by increasing the molding water content, the soil fabric becomes more
oriented and the pore-water tension between adjacent soil particles decreases. Soil
compacted on the dry side of optimum has a flocculated fabric; soil compacted on the wet
side of optimum has dispersed fabric. When the compaction effort increases, the soil
particles tend to have a relatively more parallel arrangement. Soils containing fine
particles with more elongated or platy shapes typically display this behavior. Silty-clay
materials (A-4, A-5, A-6, and A-7 soils), including some “granular” materials (some A-2
soils) fall in this category. Soils compacted on the dry side of optimum (flocculated) have
higher stiffness than soils compacted on the wet side of optimum (dispersed). In addition
to soil fabric and structure, suction can also have an impact on the stiffness of the
compacted soil, making the soil stronger, particularly for soils compacted at water
contents on the dry side of optimum.
However, for sandy soils, classified as A-3 soils, including some A-1 and A-2
soils, the soil fabric is completely different. These types of soils allow very fast drainage.
During compaction of these soils, there is little change of particle arrangement. Rather, if
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water is added to the soil from a completely dry state, water films start to form around the
soil particles, resulting in an apparent cohesion in the soil. Therefore, these soils form a
loose honeycomb structure within a certain range of water contents. This effect is called
“bulking.” (refer to Figure 2.5).

γd
Air dry

Complete Saturation

γ dmin
Moisture content
at which maximum apparent cohesion exists
wc (%)

Figure 2.5 Typical compaction curve for cohesionless sands and sandy gravels (modified
after Foster 1962).

When the apparent cohesion reaches its maximum value, the void spaces in the
soil are also at their maximum. Bulking disappears when the soil becomes completely
saturated because of no apparent cohesion.
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2.4.3. Compaction Characteristics of Soils
Some researchers attempted to obtain general compaction curves and to establish
correlations between index properties and compaction parameters (γdmax and wcopt).
Woods and Litehiser (1938) performed an extensive laboratory testing program and
performed 1,383 Proctor tests on soils excavated in the state of Ohio. They observed that
numerous compaction test results for various soil types yielded a set of compaction
curves with similar shape and geometry. These compaction curves, plotted in one graph,
are called a “family of curves”. Similarly, the Indiana Department of Transportation
(INDOT) developed a family of curves based on numerous standard Proctor tests
performed on Indiana soils (INDOT Manual 2007, Figure 2.6). As shown in Figure 2.6,
most soils with the same maximum dry density have identical curves. In addition, the
compaction curves that have higher maximum dry unit weights have steeper slopes with
lower optimum moisture contents.
Once the family of curves is established, with just one point of the curve, the
maximum dry density and the optimum moisture content of the soil to be compacted in
situ can be estimated (AASHTO T272-04). This procedure, known as the one-point

Proctor test, has been used by several states agencies, including INDOT (INDOT Manual
2007).
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Figure 2.6 INDOT family of curves (modified after INDOT Manual 2007).
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With regard to the one-point Proctor test, Wermers (1963) showed the
effectiveness of the procedure based on 861 compaction tests. Wermers (1963) compared
results from the one-point Proctor test and the standard laboratory Proctor test and
concluded that the difference in the arithmetic mean between the results of the two test
methods was only -0.19 percent, indicating that the OMC obtained from Figure 2.6 was
0.19% higher on average than that obtained by the standard Proctor test. Wermers (1963)
also showed that the 92 percent of the γdmax values obtained from the one-point Proctor
tests was within 4.0 pcf (0.63 kN/m3) of the γdmax values obtained from the laboratory
Proctor tests.
Similarly, Gregg (1960) provided typical ranges of maximum dry densities and
optimum moisture contents of soils utilizing the AASHTO classification (see Table 2.4).
According to Gregg (1960), soils with higher maximum dry densities have a higher
content of well-graded sandy soils, while soils with lower maximum dry densities have a
higher content of silty-clayey soils.
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Table 2.4 Typical ranges of maximum dry unit weights and optimum moisture contents
(modified after Gregg 1960)
AASHTO
Classification

Soil
Description

Anticipated
performance of
compacted soil

A-1-a
A-1-b

Well-graded
gravel/sand
mixtures

A-2-4
A-2-5
A-2-6
A-2-7
A-3
A-4
A-5

Typical ranges of
γdmax

OMC
(%)

pcf

kN/m3

Good to
excellent

115-142

18.1-22.3

7-15

Silty or
clayey gravel
and sand

Fair to
excellent

110-135

17.3-21.2

9-18

Fine sand

Fair to good

100-115

15.7-18.1

9-15

Poor to good

95-130

14.9-20.4

10-20

Unsatisfactory

85-100

13.3-15.7

20-35

Sandy silts
and silts
Elastic silts
and clays

A-6

Silt-clay

Poor to good

95-120

14.9-18.8

10-30

A-7-5

Elastic silty
clay

Unsatisfactory

85-100

13.3-15.7

20-35

A-7-6

Clay

Poor to fair

90-115

14.1-18.1

15-30
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2.4.4. Variables Affecting Soil Compaction
Woods (1938, 1940) carried out an extensive study to investigate the correlations
between the characteristics of soil and compaction parameters. Based on 1,318 test
results, Woods (1940) proposed a relationship between maximum dry density, optimum
moisture content, and Atterberg limits (see Figure 2.7). Woods (1940) also observed that
a unique relationship exists between the maximum dry density and the optimum moisture
content of a soil.
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Point of optimum (Woods 1940)
Liquid limit (Woods 1940)
Plastic limit (Woods 1940)
Point of optimum (INDOT Manual 2007)

PL, LL, wcopt (%)
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100 105 110 115 120 125 130 135
Max. dry density (pcf)

Figure 2.7 Relationships between maximum dry density, optimum moisture content, and
Atterberg limits (data from Woods 1940 and INDOT Manual 2007).

Figure 2.7 also shows that, for a given compaction effort, the optimum moisture
content is generally only a few percentage points less than the plastic limit. Note that the
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values presented by Woods (1940) are the arithmetic mean values of test results.
However, several researchers independently have found that a relationship exists between
dry unit weight, optimum moisture content, and the plasticity index (Basheer 2001;
Gurtug and Sridrahan 2003; Omar et. al. 2003; Sridharan and Nagaraj 2004; Sivrikaya
2007; Sivrikaya et al. 2008), and this relationship is well captured by the work of Woods
(1940).
Based on 102 test results obtained from Indiana soil samples, we also found that
γdmax and the OMC correlate well with the liquid limit, and especially, with the plastic

limit. see Figure 2.8). Using test results obtained in Indiana soil samples, we propose the
equations to compute the compaction properties using the plasticity index (see Table 2.5).
Since three equations with four parameters are presented in Table 2.5, one of the
parameters are provided, the other parameters can be obtained using the equations shown
in Table 2.5.

Table 2.5 The relationship between γdmax, wcopt, plastic limit and liquid limit
Parameters considered in
developing the relationship

Relationship

R2

wcopt (%), γdmax (pcf)

wcopt = 327.42exp(-0.0276γdmax)

*

PL (%), γdmax (pcf)

PL=-48.024ln(γdmax)+245.82

0.66

LL (%), γdmax (pcf)

LL=-85.018ln(γdmax)+434.75

0.54

* The equation is the locus of the points of optimum in Figure 2.7.
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Figure 2.8 Relationship between maximum dry density and Atterberg limits: (a)
maximum dry density vs. plastic limit, and (b) maximum dry density vs. liquid limit.
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With respect to the effect of plasticity on the soil compaction achievement,
Rollings and Rollings (1996) investigated the effect of plasticity on the unit weight of
soil. After normalizing 20 case studies with respect to the compaction energy, they found
that the more plastic soils had a larger difference between their standard compaction
effort and the modified compaction effort (see Figure 2.9). This research showed that for
a given compaction effort soils that exhibited lower plasticity could more easily achieve
the desired density.

Figure 2.9 Effect of plasticity on compacted density for various compaction energies
(Rollings and Rollings 1996).
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2.5. Field Compaction of Subgrade

On a construction site, there are many variables that control the quality of soil
compaction. Among these variables, as discussed in the previous section, the molding
water content of soils influences greatly the dry density of the subgrade. As a result, the
molding water content also influences the strength of the subgrade (Price 1978). In
addition, the molding water content strongly affects the ultimate moisture condition that
will exist in the subgrade. If the molding water content is close to optimum, then changes
in water content and volume of the compacted soil are minimized. A relatively constant
moisture condition helps reduce the degradation of stiffness and strength of the subgrade,
resulting in better uniformity of the subgrade.
In addition to the molding water content, the lift thickness and the condition of the
soil affect field compaction. The lift thickness controls the quality of soil compaction
because it affects the compaction energy experienced by soil located at the bottom of the
lift for a given compaction equipment. Typical lift thicknesses of soil in a loose state
range from eight to 18 inches, depending on the soil type and type of compactor used.
The foundation under the fill soil is also very critical. If the fill soil is not on firm
ground, some portion of the compaction effort might be dissipated during compaction of
the fill. Rollings and Rollings (1996) showed one example to explain the effect of
underlying soil stiffness by conducting a layered elastic analysis using the computer
program BISAR which is widely used for pavement analysis. In the example, the
modulus of elasticity of a firm foundation is assumed to be equal to 25,000 psi (172.4
MN/m2), corresponding to sandy soil, and the modulus of elasticity of a soft foundation is
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assumed to be 5,000 psi (34.5 MN/m2), corresponding to soft clay. Based on the analysis,
the stress distributions under two different rollers for two different foundations were
obtained as shown in Figure 2.10 (Rollings and Rollings 1996). From the figure, the
stresses available for compacting a six-inch-thick lift of surface material are significantly
reduced for the soft clay foundation due to the dissipation of energy in deforming the soft
soil mass. Therefore, compaction of fills is a lot less effective over a weak foundation.

46,900lb Roller
7 tires, 120 psi

60 Ton Proof Roller
4 tires, 150 psi

Surface E=25,000psi
E of underlying layer = 25,000 psi
Surface E=25,000psi
E of underlying layer = 5,000 psi

Figure 2.10 Stress distributions within soil under compactors (modified after Rollings and
Rollings 1996).
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Field compaction variables are also related to the characteristics of the
compactors: (1) mass, (2) travel speed, (3) number of passes, and (4) operating
frequency. These compactor characteristics influence the compaction energy, the stress
level, and the depth of influence.
Figure 2.11 shows typical relationships between the number of compactor passes
and the dry unit weight (these are called “typical growth curves”) that reflect the effect of
the mass of the compactors as well as the soil type.
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Heavy roller (A-1-b)

19

3

Dry unit weight (kN/m )
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Light roller (A-1-b)
Heavy roller (A-7-6)

18

Light roller (A-7-6)
17

16

15

14
0
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10

15

20

25
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35

Number of passes

Figure 2.11 Typical growth curves: (a) A-1-b soil (well-graded sand), and (b) A-7-6 soil
(heavy clay) (data from Lewis 1959).
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The typical growth curves in Figure 2.11 were obtained for two types of soils
[well-graded sand (A-1-b) and heavy clay (A-7-6)] compacted with a heavy roller with a
wheel load of 22,400 lb (10.2 ton) and tire pressure of 140 psi (965 kPa) and a light roller
with a wheel load of 2,985lb (1.4 ton) and tire pressure of 36 psi (248 kPa). The heavy
roller compacted a 12-inch loose lift, while the light roller compacted a nine-inch loose
lift. The soils in all cases were compacted at moisture contents close to the optimum.
As shown in Figure 2.11, the larger the mass of the compactor and the number of
passes of the compactor, the greater its effectiveness. Also, the rate of increase of the dry
unit weight is higher initially and becomes negligible as the number of compactor passes
increases. Asymptotic curves were observed regardless of the soil type and the energy of
the compactor, although the soils compacted with heavier equipment reached an
asymptote at a lower number of passes than the lighter equipment.
Figure 2.12 exhibits the effect of travel speed of the compactor with a wheel load
of 17,000lb. It is interesting to note that the unit weight of soil increases for a given
number of passes of the compactor when the compaction equipment travels more slowly.
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Figure 2.12 The effect of travel speed of the compactor in: (a) Well-graded sand; (b)
Heavy clay (data from Selig and Yoo 1977).
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Vibration increases the effectiveness of the compactor drastically in the case of
sandy soils, but less or minimally in the case of silty-clayey materials. The dynamic force
of the compactor helps the soil particles to rearrange and pack tighter into a given space.
Selig and Yoo (1977) concluded that, for several soil types, a peak develops in the
density vs. frequency curve for frequencies between 20Hz and 55Hz (generally, at about
40Hz). This “optimum” frequency depends on the compactor-soil system and therefore,
changes with the compacted state of the soil during compaction.
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2.6. Summary

Moving traffic wheel loads are dynamic and repetitive in nature, causing elastic and
plastic deformations in the pavement. Generally, the failure of the pavement structure is
largely because of plastic deformations. Several factors affect subgrade soil behavior [i.e.,
the soil intrinsic variables, method of compaction, degree of saturation (water content),
the dry unit weight of subgrade, and the stress level and history].
FHWA developed the Mechanistic-Empirical (M-E) Pavement Design Guide
(ARA 2004), which incorporated the theories of mechanics into the design of pavements
to better predict the pavement response for given loading conditions. At present, there are
several design methods available to consider the mechanical stability of pavements.
Compaction leads to a drop in void ratio. The compaction curve quantifies this
phenomenon, which is a function of (1) soil type, (2) amount of the compaction effort,
and (3) the types of compaction equipment. Soil compacted on the dry side of optimum
has a flocculated fabric; soil compacted on the wet side of optimum has dispersed fabric.
If the compaction effort increases, the soil particles tend to develop a relatively more
parallel arrangement. This particle arrangement explains why soils compacted on the dry
side of optimum show higher stiffness than those soils compacted on the wet side of
optimum. Sandy soils, there is little change of particle arrangement during the
compaction process. Rather, “bulking” occurs between the air-dried and completely
saturated states.
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Woods and Litehiser (1938) observed that numerous compaction test results for
various soil types yielded a set of compaction curves with a similar shape and geometry,
called the “the family of curves.” In the family of curves, soils that have higher maximum
dry densities have a higher content of well-graded “granular” soils, while soils that have
lower maximum dry densities have a higher content of silty-clayey soils. Also, it was
found that γdmax and the OMC correlate well with the liquid limit, and even better with the
plastic limit.
On a construction site, there are many variables that control the quality of soil
compaction. In addition to the characteristics of soils, the soil compaction variables are
generally related to characteristics of the compactor: (1) mass, (2) travel speed, (3)
number of passes and (4) operating frequency. Vibration of the compactor increases the
effectiveness of the compactor drastically in the case of sandy or gravelly soils but not
significantly in the case of silty-clayey materials.
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CHAPTER 3. QUALITY CONTROL OF SUBGRADE COMPACTION

3.1. Introduction

Quality control (QC) of subgrade compaction is carried out in the following sequence.
First, project engineers determine the compaction quality control criterion in terms of the
in situ compacted unit weight and water content based on laboratory compaction tests

performed on subgrade samples. Second, a test pad is constructed in situ and a few
representative test spots are randomly selected and tested in order to establish the lift
thickness and the number of passes of the compactor required to meet the compaction QC
criterion proposed in the first step. The earthwork construction then proceeds, and field
inspectors perform compaction QC tests during the course of the construction to ensure
that the desired criterion is met.
QC of soil compaction in situ typically involves determining the in situ
compacted dry unit weight (γdfield) and the water content (wc) of a compacted lift of the
fill material and comparing the measured γdfield and wc with the laboratory compaction
test results. In other words, the compacted subgrade is assessed in terms of its dry unit
weight, expressed as a percentage of the laboratory maximum dry unit weight achieved in
the compaction test, and water content. For instance, the Indiana Department of
Transportation (INDOT) requires that the in situ dry unit weight of the fill material be
over 95% of the laboratory maximum dry unit weight (γdmax) and that the in situ water
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content be within -2% and +1% of the laboratory optimum moisture content (OMC) for
all soil types (INDOT 2006). The in situ dry unit weight and the in situ water content are
typically measured in the field using: (1) a sand-cone apparatus together with drying of
soil in a stove or microwave oven, or (2) a nuclear gauge. At present, most agencies
employ nuclear gauges for field compaction QC because sand-cone tests are cumbersome
and time consuming to perform.
Although in-place dry unit weight has been the focus of QC, the strength and the
stiffness of the subgrade determine its performance in service. Measurement of
compacted dry unit weight is an indirect means to assess the mechanical response of
subgrade. Researchers have attempted to devise tests to assess the mechanical properties
of the compacted subgrade related to its in situ strength or stiffness. The California
Bearing Ratio (CBR) test and the Plate Load Test (PLT) were used in the past for this
purpose. The drawbacks of these tests are detailed in later sections.
Recently, some agencies have adopted relatively new dynamic in situ tests that
can be used to assess the strength or the stiffness of compacted subgrade subjected to
dynamic loading. Among the widely accepted are: 1) the Clegg Hammer Test (CHT),
which consists of rapid undamped impact elements, 2) the Soil Stiffness Gauge (SSG),
which is composed of small devices that measure the dynamic response of compacted
soil to low energy impulses applied over a range of frequencies, 3) the Light FallingWeight Deflectometer (LFWD) [such as the German Dynamic Plate (GDP), the Prima
100 LFWD, and the Transport Research Laboratory Foundation Tester (TFT)], which
consists of a mass falling on a bearing plate (Fleming et al. 2007). These tests typically
require a data acquisition system to capture the dynamic response of compacted soil.
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The Dynamic Cone Penetration Test (DCPT) is used to measure dynamic in situ
penetration resistance of compacted soil as a function of depth. The test results are
expressed in terms of dynamic blow counts or in terms of depth of penetration per blow;
these can be correlated with both the stiffness and strength parameters of the subgrade.
All of these tests, however, have the shortcoming of providing an assessment of
the mechanical response of a very small portion of the fill volume around the testing
location. In order to overcome this limitation, research has been conducted to evaluate the
quality of compaction along the entire volume of the compacted soil using compaction
rollers using a Continuous Compaction Control (CCC) technique. Although the CCC
holds a lot of potential, there are issues that should be addressed before it is widely used
in practice. In this chapter, we review commonly used density-based compaction control
tests, along with existing in situ tests to evaluate the stiffness or strength of compacted
subgrade. The procedures, advantages and disadvantages of each test are also discussed.
Finally, the chapter summarizes the in situ compaction quality control specifications
adopted by various state agencies.
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3.2. Density-Based Compaction Control Tests

3.2.1. Sand-Cone Test
The sand cone test was one of the most widely used tests performed on site to determine
the in situ unit weight of compacted soil until the nuclear gauge test gained popularity.
The test procedure involves the following steps: (1) dig a hole, (2) determine the weight
and water content of the soil removed from the hole, and (3) estimate the volume of the
excavated hole (ASTM D1556). The sand cone test typically uses Standard Ottawa Sand
(ASTM C778) to determine the volume of the hole created. Prior to determining the unit
weight of soil in-place, the unit weight of the Ottawa sand placed within a hole should be
calibrated.
There are several drawbacks associated with the use of the sand cone test in
measuring unit weight of compacted soil. It is a time-consuming because even skilled
technicians need more than 30 minutes on site to perform a single test (Krebs and Walker
1971), time during which all construction activity nearby the test spot stops. When the
soil excavated from the hole contains oversized particles such as gravels and cobbles, the
measurements are likely to be erroneous. In addition, the excavated hole must
independently hold its shape during testing, which is a difficult proposition especially for
A-1 and A-3 type soils. When vibration sources, such as construction traffic, are present
near the test location, they might densify the Standard Ottawa sand within the test hole
and, as a result, the unit weight of the compacted soil may be underestimated. Due to
these shortcomings, the sand cone test is now rarely used as a QC test.
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3.2.2. Nuclear Gauge Test
As the highway construction industry searched for methods to build foundations quickly,
engineers explored faster QC tests to evaluate the quality of subgrade compaction. The
nuclear gauge came about in the early 1970s and gained in popularity when an industrywide calibration standard for this test was developed (Troxler 2000). The greatest
advantage of the nuclear gauge test over conventional destructive tests is that it is faster
to perform. The dry unit weight and the water content of soil can be obtained quickly
once the specific gravity of the in situ soil is known.
The nuclear gauge works on the principle of emitting gamma radiation and
detecting the reflected rays in order to determine the wet unit weight of the soil. Higher
density soils contain a greater number of electrons with which the photons of the gamma
radiation interact. Thus, the higher the wet unit weight of soil, the lower the number of
photons are returned to the receiver. Therefore, there is an inverse relationship between
the density of the soil and the returned photon count rate (Mooney et al. 2008). The dry
unit weight of compacted soil (defined as the mass of soil per unit volume) is then
calculated using the detected rate of gamma radiation with the previously established
calibration data considering the radioactive decay and the chemical composition of
measured materials (ASTM D 6938).
In addition to density measurement, the nuclear gauge is equipped to measure the
water content of soil. When the nuclear gauge source emits high-speed neutrons into the
soil, hydrogen atoms present in a soil-water medium retard these high-speed neutrons.
The number of slow-speed neutrons detected by the gauge indicates the amount of
hydrogen atoms present in the medium and, thus, its water content.
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Nuclear gauges are typically operated in two modes to measure the unit weight of
the soil (see Figure 3.1). With respect to the accuracy of the test results, Winter and
Clarke (2002) concluded that the direct transmission mode yields a more accurate density
profile than the backscatter mode. The INDOT Manual (2007) also recommends the use
of the direct transmission mode for quality control of soil compaction on-site. For water
content measurement, the neutron source and detector are located near the bottom of the
gauge [refer to Figure 3.1 (c)].

(a)
Figure 3.1 Nuclear gauge measurements: (a) backscatter mode for density measurement
(Cont’d).
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(b)

(c)
Figure 3.1 Nuclear gauge measurements: (a) backscatter mode for density measurement,
(b) direct transmission mode for density measurement, and (c) moisture detection
(Troxler 2006).

With respect to the accuracy of the test, the errors associated with calibration are
less in the case of the nuclear gauge test than for the sand cone test. In addition, when
heterogeneous soil conditions exist, nuclear gauge testing is likely to provide more
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accurate measurements. This difference in accuracy is due to the larger representative
size of the volume covered by the source of the nuclear gauge, compared to the volume
of the excavated hole for the sand cone test.
However, in order to evaluate the accuracy of both tests, Noorany et al. (2000)
conducted laboratory tests using a large-size soil compaction apparatus (a tank 117cm
diameter and 122cm deep). The tank was filled with compacted clayey sand (SC) of
known weight and water content. Several nuclear gauge and sand cone tests were
performed side-by-side on the soil. They observed that the sand cone test results were
closer to the actual values than the nuclear gauge test results. A significant source of error
was due to the lower accuracy of the water content readings using the nuclear device.
Currently, although the nuclear gauge device is widely used for QC of subgrade
compaction, it possesses the following serious drawbacks that sometimes prevent its use.
The foremost drawback is that the nuclear gauge uses a radioactive material that can be
potentially dangerous to the health of the field personnel. Thus, the gauge operators must
be specially trained and be familiar with the applicable safety procedures and government
regulations. In addition, measurements may be affected by the chemical composition of
the soil tested (ASTM D 6938). For example, as the nuclear gauge indirectly measures
the water content by measuring the hydrogen present in the material, the measurement is
bound to involve more errors in the case of materials that already contain hydrogen atoms
in their chemical composition. Calibration of the nuclear gauge is essential for accurate
measurement of in situ compacted density. Consequently, several agencies in the U.S.
have begun abandoning the use of nuclear gauges for QC testing.
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3.3. Performance-Based Compaction Control Tests

3.3.1. California Bearing Ratio (CBR) Test
The California Bearing Ratio (CBR) test is a static penetration test used to assess the
strength of pavement materials used for subgrade, subbase, or base course applications.
In order to evaluate the strength of the material, a piston bar of cross-sectional area equal
to three square inches (19.35 cm2) is plunged into the soil at a rate of 0.05 inch/minute
(1.27 mm/minute). The unit loads required for up to 12.7mm of penetration are recorded.
The ratio of the recorded unit load for a given penetration to that of a standard value for
the same penetration is taken as the CBR value. The standard values correspond to the
unit loads for well-graded crushed stone (AASHTO T193-99; ASTM D 1883-07; ASTM
D 4429-04). The CBR values for soil are typically reported at 2.54mm (0.1in.) of
penetration, and the reference stress corresponds to 6.9 MPa (1,000 psi) for this
penetration value. If penetration resistance is at its peak value during the test, the pressure
determined at 5.08mm (0.2in.) of penetration, which has a reference stress of 1,500 psi
(10.3 MPa), is taken as the CBR. Table 3.1 shows the typical ranges of CBR values for
various soil types.
The CBR was primarily proposed to evaluate the strength of cohesive materials
having maximum particle sizes of less than 19mm (0.75in.) (AASHTO T193-99; ASTM
D 1883-07; ASTM D 4429-04). Pavement design based on CBR values has been very
popular among various federal agencies.
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Table 3.1 Typical CBR ranges (Lavin 2003)
Soil description

AASHTO classification

CBR values

High percentage of
granular material

A-1; A-2;some A-3

>15

Some granular
material mixed with
some silt and/or clay

A-2; A-3; some A-4; A-6; A-7

10~14

Sandy clays, sandy
silts, light silt-clays,
some plasticity

A-4 to A-7, low group indices

6~9

Plastic clays, fine silts,
very silt-clays, clay
with mica

A-4 to A-7, high group indices

<6

The most important concern with respect to using CBR values in pavement design
is that the CBR test does not simulate the shear stresses that are generated due to repeated
traffic loading. In addition, it is possible to obtain the same CBR values for two
specimens that have very different stress-strain behavior (Turnbull 1950; Brown 1996).
Nevertheless, several transportation agencies in the U.S. still use the CBR test, even
though it has been abandoned by the California Department of Transportation (Caltrans),
the originator of the CBR.

Due to the drawbacks associated with using the CBR test

results for pavement design, other tests, such as the Dynamic Cone Penetrometer (DCP),
the Lightweight Falling Weight Deflectometer (FWD), and the Clegg Hammer Test
(CHT), are being increasingly used in practice; these are described later in this section.
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3.3.2. Resilient Modulus Test
The resilient modulus (MR) is defined as:

σ
MR = d
εr

Eq. 3.1

where σd is the deviator stress and εr is the recoverable (elastic) strain under repeated
loading. In order to obtain the resilient modulus, a resilient modulus test should be
performed using either an unconfined compression or triaxial testing equipment to obtain
the soil stress-strain relationship under repeated loading conditions. After preparing the
sample for MR testing, the actuator mounted on the apparatus applies small repeated
loads. There are five stages of repeated axial cyclic stresses (13.8kPa, 27.6kPa, 41.4kPa,
55.2kPa, and 68.9kPa) for three levels of confining stresses (13.8kPa, 27.6kPa, and
41.4kPa), as per the AASHTO T 307 specification. Load and deformation sensors
continuously record the values during testing, and the stress-strain relationship of the
sample is established.
Although the resilient modulus testing simulates the response of the subgrade soil
to traffic loading conditions, it is impractical to use the MR test as a quality control
method because of the complex and time-consuming efforts involved in sample
preparation and performance of the test. Also, a sample prepared in a laboratory may not
simulate precisely the subgrade state and under which condition it exists at a construction
site.
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3.3.3. Plate Load Test
The plate load test is used for determining the modulus of subgrade reaction and the limit
unit load (qbL) of the subgrade. There are two standards for plate load tests based on the
loading conditions: nonrepetitive static plate load tests (ASTM D 1195) and repetitive
static plate load tests (ASTM D 1196).
According to the ASTM specifications, circular bearing plates are typically used;
these are arranged in a pyramid fashion to ensure rigidity during the course of the test.
The loading sequence should be such that the maximum load increment does not exceed
10 percent of the expected limit unit load of the soil. During testing, the load is typically
applied using a hydraulic jack, with reaction provided by heavy construction equipment.
For each load increment, the settlement of the plate is obtained by averaging the dial
gauge readings placed on diametrically opposite sides of the plate. At the end of the test,
the load-deflection curve of the soil is obtained. The modulus of subgrade reaction is then
determined. It is expressed as:

k=

Q
w

Eq. 3.2

where Q is the unit load on the plate, and w is the settlement associated with the unit load.
The value of k depends on the elastic properties of the subgrade and on the dimensions of
the area of the plate (Terzaghi 1955). The stress-displacement curve is nonlinear due to
the elasto-plastic behavior of soil. Therefore, the modulus of subgrade reaction is a
function of the pressure applied on the bearing plate. Also, the value of the modulus of
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subgrade reaction depends on the size of the plate used for the test because the size
determines the mobilized mean confining stress that the soil below the plate experiences.
The larger the diameter of the plate, the greater is the depth to which the soil is stressed.
Terzaghi (1955) suggested typical values of the modulus of subgrade reaction for both
sands and clays determined using 30.4 cm by 30.4 cm square plates (refer to Tables 2.1
and 2.2). In sands, the modulus of subgrade reaction increases with depth.

Table 3.2 Modulus of subgrade reaction of sands (MN/m2/m)
Soil Characteristics

Loose

Medium

Dense

Dry or Moist Sand

6-18

18-90

90-300

Submerged Sand

7.5

24

90

* These values are based on tests performed on 30.4cm×30.4cm square plates or beams
30.4cm wide. Values have been modified from Terzaghi (1955).

Table 3.3 Modulus of subgrade reaction for clays* (MN/m2/m)
Consistency of clay

Stiff

Very stiff

Hard

Values of qu† (kPa)

96-192

192-383

> 383

Ranges for k

15-30

30-60

> 60

* These values are based on tests performed on 30.4cm×30.4cm square plates or beams
30.4cm wide. Values have been modified from Terzaghi (1955).
†
qu: unconfined compressive strength
A plate load test requires a reaction (e.g., a heavy truck) system to provide
reaction to the load increments applied on the plate. In addition, the test procedure is very
cumbersome and time consuming, requiring skilled personnel to conduct the test. Hence,
the plate load test is seldom used as a compaction quality control test.
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3.3.4. Light Falling-Weight Deflectomter Test
The Light Weight Deflector (LWD) is a portable falling-weight deflectometer used to
measure the in situ elastic modulus (ELWD) of the compacted material. LWD is also
known as the Lightweight Falling Weight Deflector (LFWD) or as Portable-FallingWeight Deflectometer (PFWD).
The LWD is basically composed of a falling mass and a displacement-measuring
sensor attached at the center of a bearing plate (see Figure 3.2). The test is performed by
releasing the falling weight from a standard height onto the bearing plate using the top fix
and release mechanism. An impulse load is imparted on the compacted soil through the
plate.

The resulting central deflection of the bearing plate is obtained either by

integrating the velocity measurements taken from a velocity transducer or by double
integrating the acceleration data taken from an accelerometer. A display shows the
central deflection and the ELWD, which is obtained from the elastic solution (Livneh and
Goldberg 2001; Alshibli et al. 2005; Lin et al 2006; Fleming et al 2007):

ELWD =

(

qr 1− υ2
w

)f

R

Eq. 3.3

where ELWD is the Young’s modulus of the subgrade (MPa); fR is the plate rigidity factor
(π/2 for a rigid plate), q is the maximum contact pressure (kPa), r is the radius of the
bearing plate (m), υ is the Poisson’s ratio of the soil, w is the peak deflection (mm),
which is obtained either by using a velocity sensor or an accelerometer.
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In spite of the uncertainties associated with its application, some transportation
agencies have attempted to use the LWD as a compaction quality control method, mainly
due to its simplicity in operation (Lin et al. 2006; Nazzal et al. 2007).

(1)
(2)

(3)

(1) Grip
(2) Top fix and release mechanism
(3) Guide rod

(4)

(4) Round grip

(5)

(5) Falling weight (10kg)
(6) Set of steel springs (buffer)

(6)
(9)

(7)

(7) Measuring element that contains the sensor

(9)

(8) Loading plate (diameter=30cm)

(8)

(9) Carry grip

Figure 3.2 Schematic of LWD showing various component of the equipment (modified
after Siddiki et al. 2008)

There are several different LWD models, depending on the manufacturer of the
device. The models differ in terms of the drop hammer weight, the height of fall, the size
of the bearing plate, the number of buffers available to dampen the impulse, the rate of
loading, the measuring sensor and the data acquisition. Regardless of the LWD model
used and the possible deformations in the measurements between the different models,
the data is used to estimate the elastic modulus of the soil.
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Many studies in the literature have attempted to relate the elastic modulus ELWD to
the results of various other commonly used tests, such as the CBR test, the PLT, the
Geogauge, and the DCPT (Livneh and Goldberg 2001; Alshibli et al. 2005; Lin et al.
2006; Nazzal et al. 2007; Fleming et al. 2007; Kim et al. 2007).
Recently, the International Society for Soil Mechanics and Geotechnical
Engineering (ISSMGE 2005) established a specification for earthwork compaction QC
using LWD testing. In addition, the Minnesota Department of Transportation (MnDOT)
developed a pilot specification for the LWD. Table 3.4 shows the ISSMGE criteria for
compaction QC based on the Zorn-LWD modulus. The ELWD values correspond to the in

situ compacted dry unit weight values equal to or greater than 95% of the maximum dry
unit weight obtained with the Standard Proctor in the laboratory. A similar criterion was
also developed by the MnDOT Pilot Specification (Mooney et al. 2008).

Table 3.4 ISSMGE criteria for compaction QC based on the Zorn-LWD modulus
Level

ELWD from Zorn LWD (MPa)

1m below subgrade

18 (cohesive) to 24 (cohesionless)

Top of subgrade

30 (cohesive) to 38 (cohesionless)

Top of subbase layer

58 (rounded) to 68 (angular)

Top of base layer

70 (rounded) to 82 (angular)

Since the falling mass of the LWD induces both nonlinear elastic and plastic
deformation to the subgrade, the elastic modulus calculated with Eq. 3.3 may be in error.
To account for this shortcoming in LWD testing, some researchers have modeled the
subgrade soil as a combination of a linear spring and a damping material (Loizos et al.
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2003). Due to the drawbacks discussed here, LWD testing has not yet gained popularity
among U.S. federal agencies as a compaction quality control method.

3.3.5. Soil Stiffness Gauge (SSG, Geogauge) Test
The soil stiffness gauge (SSG), also called the Geogauge, is a modified device that was
initially developed to locate buried land mines. With the consent of the U.S. Department
of Defense, the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) in collaboration with
Humboldt Manufacturing Co., Bolt, Beranek & Newman (BBN), and CNA Consulting
Engineers, developed the Geogauge (Fiedler et al. 1998, see Figure 3.3).
The Geogauge measures the mechanical impedance of soil at the surface and
captures the force imparted to the soil along with the resulting surface deflection. The
Geogauge vibrates 25 times and induces displacements smaller than 1.27 × 10-6 m to the
ground at frequencies between 100 and 196 Hz (Geogauge manual 2007). In order to
analyze the test results, the developers of the Geogauge test employed the static elastic
solution that Poulos and Davis (1974) presented for computing the stiffness (k) of a
circular ring on a semi-infinite mass (Fiedler et al. 1998).

k=

rE

(1 − υ )
2

⎛r ⎞
ω⎜ i ⎟
⎝ ro ⎠

Eq. 3.4
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where E is the modulus of subgrade (MPa); ri/ro is the ratio of the radii of the Geogauge
ring (44.5mm / 57.15mm = 0.78); υ is the Poisson’s ratio.

Process Control I/O
Test Signal
Sensor signal processing
Electro-mechanical
shaker
Velocity Sensors
Rubber

Foot

Figure 3.3 Schematic of the Geogauge (modified after Alshibli et al 2005).

Since the static elastic solution, which is used for the interpretation of the test
results, does not account for the dynamic sequence of the test, the modulus computed
with Eq. 3.4 is not able to capture the dynamic sequence of the test. For example, the
Geogauge has several rubber isolators, which functions as a single degree of freedom
having specific spring and damping constants. Also, as shown in Figure 3.3, the foot
bears directly on the soil and supports the weight of the Geogauge dynamically against
the mechanical impedance of soil. Thus, in order to evaluate the soil compaction using
the test, it is necessary to account for the dynamic sequence of the test into the analysis.
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3.3.6. Dynamic Cone Penetration Test
The Dynamic Cone Penetrometer (DCP) is a portable device that was first introduced by
Scala (1956) to assess the strength of subgrade. The DCP is a simple and easy-to-use
device that is widely used to measure the penetration resistance of in situ materials at
shallow depths.

57.5cm

Hammer
8kg (17.6lb)

1.6cm
100cm
(Variable)
0.3cm

60°

2.0cm

Figure 3.4 Schematic of the Dynamic Cone Penetrometer (modified after ASTM D 695103).

The DCP consists of (1) an upper shaft that is rigidly connected to an 8kg (17.6lb)
drop hammer, (2) a lower shaft with an anvil at the top and a cone at the bottom, and (3) a
replaceable cone tip with an apex angle of 60 degrees and a diameter of 20mm (see
Figure 3.4). In order to perform a DCP test, the hammer is dropped from a standard fall
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height. The energy transferred to the cone by the impact of the hammer on top of the
anvil enables penetration of the cone into the ground. A Dynamic Cone Penetration Index
(DCPI), expressed as the penetration per blow (mm/blow), is recorded as a function of
depth. Since the DCPI value corresponds to the penetration of the cone for only a very
small depth increment, little success has been achieved in correlating the DCPI with other
material properties (Salgado and Yoon 2003). Thus, the DCP blow count (NDCP), defined
as the number of blows required for a specified cone penetration [e.g., 0 to 150 mm (0 to
6 inch) or 0 to 300 mm (0 to 12 inch)] is often used instead.
In the last decade, several agencies, such as state DOTs and the U.S. Army Corp
of Engineers, have expressed interest in using the DCP for compaction QC (Amini 2003).
Table 3.5 shows the NDCP criteria corresponding to a depth of penetration equal to 0 to
150 mm (0 to 6 inch) according to several DOT agencies (note that the NDCP values
shown in the table were converted from DCPI values). The criteria proposed by the
Illinois and North Carolina DOTs are independent of the type of material, whereas the
Iowa and Minnesota DOTs proposed values for “frictional” and “cohesive” materials.
The values suggested by the Illinois and North Carolina DOTs correspond to a CBR =
8.0, which indicates a stable subgrade. The Iowa DOT DCP criteria are based on the
requirement that the compacted dry unit weight in situ should exceed 95% of the
laboratory compaction maximum dry unit weight.
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Table 3.5 DCP criteria (NDCP) for a penetration of 0 to 150 mm (0 to 6 inch)
Agency
Materials
“Frictional” soil
“Cohesive”
soil

Silt

Illinois DOT
(ILDOT)

6.1a

Iowa DOT

Minnesota
DOT

(MnDOT)

3.4~4.4

b

12.5c

3.8~4.4

b

6.0

c

North
Carolina
DOT
4.0d

Clay
a
DCP blow counts associated with a CBR of 8 (ILDOT 2005)
b
Iowa DOT classified the soil either “suitable soil” or “unsuitable soil” in each group of
soil. The values show the ranges of it (Larsen et al. 2007)
c
The criteria of frictional soil apply for “granular” base layer; MnDOT recorded NDCP
values only for blow counts that are higher than two (Burnham 1997)
d
DCP blow counts associated with a CBR of 8 (Gabr et al. 2000)
Most researchers have suggested criteria for the DCPT based only on the recorded
DCPI, without considering the impact of the increase in confining stresses with depth.
However, according to Jayawickrama et al. (2000), DCP blow counts at greater depths
are higher than those at shallow depths due to greater confinement. Also, other factors,
such as gradation and particle angularity, are typically not taken into account. Compared
to the other available compaction QC methods, This device has the potential of becoming
a useful testing method as an in situ compaction QC test method due to its simplicity and
quickness of operation.

3.3.7. Clegg Hammer Test
The Clegg Hammer Test (CHT) is an impact test device that was developed by Clegg
(1976) to evaluate the mechanical properties of compacted soil. Originally, Asai (1960)
developed an apparatus that had a dropping weight. The acceleration of the falling weight
was measured and correlated with the modulus of subgrade k determined by static plate
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load tests. More sophisticated equipment, which were capable of measuring the
acceleration of the falling weight using two geophones, were also developed (Szendrei
and Freeme 1970).
Clegg (1976) realized that there was the need to develop simpler equipment for
compaction QC in situ. Clegg (1976) developed, in Australia, a test device for QC that
originally made use of a modified Proctor compaction hammer (hammer weight: 4.5kg
weight, and drop height: 0.45m) with an accelerometer attached at the top and encased in
a guide tube. Clegg (1976) also simplified the dynamic measuring technique by capturing
only the peak deceleration of the falling hammer, which was correlated to the stiffness or
the shear strength of the material at the location where the hammer was dropped. The
output of the CHT is displayed in terms of the Clegg Impact Value (CIV). One unit of
CIV is equal to 98.1m/s2, ten times the acceleration due to gravity. It is typically
determined after four hammer drops at a given test location.
Currently, five different CHT models are available on the market; the original
model developed by Clegg (1976) uses a modified compaction hammer. These models
have varying hammer weights and drop heights. The lighter ones are typically used for
evaluating relatively soft materials such as recreational turf and the playing ground for
baseball, while the heavier models are used for evaluating stiff materials, such as
compacted soil and base course material (Clegg 1983; Canaway et al. 1990; Rogers and
Waddington 1990; Erchul 1999). Figure 3.5 shows the 10kg CHT that was used in this
research.
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Table 3.6 Various Clegg Hammer Test product configurations (Lafayette Instrument Co.,
2009)
Drop height
(m)

Diameter of
the hammer
(m)

Product

Model No.

Drop weight
(kg)

20kg CHT

95056A

20

0.30

0.13

10kg CHT

95055A

10

0.30

0.13

4.5kg CHT

95050A

4.5

0.45

0.05

2.25kg CHT

95049A

2.25

0.45

0.05

0.5kg CHT

95048A

0.5

0.45

0.05

Figure 3.5 Photograph of Clegg Hammer Test (hammer weight, 10kg).

Several research studies were carried out to correlate the CIV and the mechanical
properties of pavement materials. Since Clegg (1978, 1980) proposed that the CHT can
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be used as an alternative to the CBR, several research studies have proposed relationships
between the CIV and the CBR (Yoder et al. 1982; Garrick and Scholer 1985; Mathur and
Coghlans 1987; Al-Amoudi et al. 2002). Table 3.7 is a summary of the correlations
developed between the CBR and the CIV. Janoo et al. (1999) investigated the use of the
CHT for evaluating the compressive strength of treated subgrade. Similarly, Guthrie and
Reese (2008) utilized the CHT for specifying a setting time for cement-treated base
material.

Table 3.7 Summary of the correlations between CBR and CIV*
Research

Test condition
/Material tested

Correlation equation

Clegg (1980, 1983)

In situ /Base course

CBR = 0.072 ( CIV )

1.863

CBR = 0.1085 ( CIV )

Mathur and Coghlans (1987)
Al-Amoudi et al. (2002)

2

Lab & In situ

1.695

CBR = 0.1691( CIV )

* These correlations were developed using 4.5kg CHT

Recently, the Gas Technology Institute (GTI 2005 and 2006) investigated the use
of the CHT as a quality control test to determine soil compaction parameters such as
compacted dry unit weight and moisture content. Table 3.8 shows the range of the CIV
for various soil types.
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Table 3.8 CIVs corresponding to 90% RC at optimum moisture content (modified after
GTI 2005)
CIV

Sand (A-2*)

Silty-clay (A-6*)

Stone-base (A-1*)

10kg CHT

6-8

8-12

12-14

However, all the correlations proposed in the literature are empirical in nature.
These relationships should be used with caution as the CIV has been correlated with
properties that reflect the static response of the material, such as the CBR. As the CHT is
dynamic in nature, research needs to be done in order to relate the CIV with mechanical
properties that reflect the dynamic response of the material.

3.3.8. Continuous Compaction Control Test
The existing compaction quality control tests are completed by checking the compacted

in situ dry unit weight (γdfield) for a specified lift thickness, number of compactor passes,
and range of moisture content (wc). However, all the methods discussed in the previous
two sections of this chapter are performed at specific test locations at the construction site
and, hence, are based on spot checking.
In order to overcome the limitation of spot-checking tests, continuous compaction
control (CCC) was developed almost 30 years ago in Europe (Forssblad 1980; Thurner
and Sandström 1980). The basic principle of CCC is to make use of compaction rollers
that have a machine-integrated accelerometer that is used to record compaction rollerground interaction against the compaction energy. Using global positioning system (GPS)
along with the geographic information system (GIS), compaction roller-based
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measurement of the soil response provides real-time data over the entire compacted area
(Rinehart and Mooney 2009). The recorded data reflect the dynamic ground stiffness or
strength, which indicates the compaction level achieved in the field.
In the last two decades, several manufacturers have developed compaction rollers
that can be used for CCC. Most of the companies install accelerometers in the drum of
the roller and use machine energy to compute the mechanical properties of the compacted
material (Camargo et al. 2007). Figure 3.6 shows one example of the compacter
manufactured by Geodynamik Co. The compactor in the figure is equipped with
compaction monitoring system components.

Figure 3.6 Geodynamik compactor equipped with monitoring system components
(modified after Sandström and Pettersson 2004).
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The main advantage of CCC is that the instrumented compactor enables field
personnel to perform real-time compaction QC. The QC checks are displayed on a
computer screen in the cab of the compactor (see Figure 3.7). With recent advances in
Global Positioning System (GPS) and Geographic Information System (GIS), many
researchers have been actively involved in developing CCC (White et al. 2004; Rahman
et al. 2008; White and Thompson 2008; Rinehart and Mooney 2009).

Figure 3.7 Smooth drum compaction monitoring systems for soil (White 2008).

However, in practice, there are currently several problems that need to be
addressed before CCC can be adopted as a quality control technique. First, there are no
standard parameters for CCC. Instead, there are more than six different CCC parameters
depending on the equipment manufacturer, as each has individually developed CCC to fit
their own model of the compactor (see Figure 3.7). Second, even though U.S.
transportation agencies are beginning to investigate the applications for CCC in
conjunction with field demonstration projects, only a few projects have been completed
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and no widely accepted specifications are available in the U.S. (White et al., 2007).
Third, since CCC generates data for quality control of compaction over the entire project
area at every stage of the compaction process, the data files are too large to be easily
managed with state-of-the-art electronic technology. Thus, the development of related
technology is necessary for adopting CCC in practice. Finally, most practitioners are still
unfamiliar with CCC technology.

3.4. Specifications for Quality Control of Subgrade Compaction

A specification is defined as an explicit set of detailed statements prescribing materials,
dimensions, and quality of work for something to be built, installed, or manufactured
(American Heritage Dictionary 2001). Therefore, specifications for subgrade compaction
should detail all necessary requirements. In addition, specifications should be both
practical and reasonable so that construction is as economical as possible (both in terms
of cost and time). For example, if unrealistic levels of compaction are required,
contractors might not be able to satisfy such a specification requirement.
In the specification for compaction of soils in the field, there are typically three
items involved: (1) method specification; (2) end-product specification; and (3)
performance specification (TRB 2009)
In a method specification, the work procedure is detailed. It includes the
compactor type, mass, and travel speed, as well as the number of compactor passes. In
addition, the type of soil, molding water content, and lift thickness is described. In this
type of specification, the work procedure must be inspected to guarantee the quality of
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compaction. Experience has shown, however, that this specification tends to obligate the
agency to accept the completed work regardless of quality (TRB 2009).
With an end-product specification, agencies specify the required values for the
dry unit weight and water content of the compacted soil. Agencies typically specify the
required relative compaction to be achieved in situ. In this specification, density-based
compaction control tests should be performed to ensure the quality of compaction. Endproduct specifications allow contractors to choose techniques and work procedures to
improve the quality or economy, or both, of the compacted soil (TRB 2009).
A performance specification defines the performance characteristics of the final
product and links them to construction, materials, and other items under contractor
control (FHWA 2009). The performance of the compacted soil can be checked by in situ
tests. Performance is described in this specification by means of changes in physical
condition of compacted subgrade and its response to the load (TRB 2009). Since our final
goal is to have compacted soil that meets the performance requirements, this specification
is most appropriate to evaluate performance of the end product over time.
From these three categories of specifications for earthwork, which one is widely
adopted by agencies and how does it work? Wahls (1967) reviewed highway
specifications and showed that most U.S. DOT agencies relied on the end-product type of
specification, with density requirement checks. However, the specifications of several
states also included method requirements, such as the maximum lift thickness. Almost
half of the states employed 95% relative compaction (RC) as a requirement, while some
states specified either 100% or 90%. Wahls (1967) indicated that these variations in
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density requirements resulted from engineering judgment and experience with local
construction practices rather than from theoretical considerations.
At present, most agencies adopt end-product specifications along with method
specifications, as shown in Table 3.9. The specifications of various agencies in the U.S.
indicate that most states follow the 95% RC specification for density requirement. Also,
water content is specified at about -2 to +2% of the optimum moisture content on average
before compaction. Some agencies have a slightly higher or lower RC requirement. In
general, 95% RC with an acceptable range for the soil moisture content (about -2 to +2%
of the optimum moisture content) is widely accepted as a criterion for soil compaction.
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Table 3.9 Summary of compaction control specifications adopted by various transportation agencies
Agency

Condition

AASHTO
(2003)

for subgrade with A-1, A-2-4, A2-5, and A-3 soil
mostly for other cases

Illinois
(2007)

Texas
(2004)

New York
(2008)

Iowa†
(2006)

Minimum Relative Compaction
100%

PI ≤ 15

95%
Upper 1.5ft, 95%
First lift greater than 1.5ft to 90% with
remainder 95%
Lower 1/3, 90%
First lift above lower 1/3 to 93% with
remainder to 95%
RC ≤ 98%

15 < PI ≤ 35

98% ≤ RC ≤ 102%

35 < PI

95% ≤ RC ≤ 100%

Subgrade area

95%

Embankment

90%

Embankment less than 3-ft in
height
Embankment more than 3-ft in
height

Mississippi
(2004)
Indiana
(2006)

Compaction Requirement

95% ~ 98% (the average of two tests will
be the test value)
Top 1ft subgrade

Range of water content
within -2% to + 2% from OMC

Top 2 ft. not more than 120% of
OMC
Adjacent to structure, not more
than 110% of OMC

within a range that can acquire
more than 98% RC in a lab
compaction test
within a range that can acquire
more than 95% RC in a lab
compaction test
Not specified (Contractor’s
responsibility)

within -2% to + 1% from OMC
95%

All embankments

95%

Field compaction
is not allowed
between Nov. 1
and April 1

Contractor’s responsibility to
maintain the proper moisture
content during the compaction

99%

All cases except above

NOTE

Variable such that adequate
compaction is achieved

Proofrolling
when specified
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Agency

Compaction Requirement

Condition

Minimum Relative Compaction
Missouri
(1999)

Minnesota†
(2005)
South
Dakota†
(2006)

Wisconsin
(2009)

Virginia
(2007)

95%

Unless otherwise noted

90%

Upper 3-ft. of embankment or
adjacent to structures

100%

65% ~ 102% OMC

All cases except above

95%

65% ~ 115% OMC

At the top of the berm slope

97%

All cases except above

95%

If OMC < 15%, then ±4% from
OMC
If OMC > 15%, then -4% to +6%
from OMC

Embankment less than 6-ft high
or within 200-ft of a bridge
abutment

95%

Embankment greater than 6-ft

More than 6-ft below finished grade to
90%, otherwise 95%

For most cases

95%

(if 60% < % retained on #4 sieve
≤ 70%)
†

Range of water content

Within top 18-in. of subgrade or
within 100 ft of structures

Top 6-in
(if % retained on #4 sieve <
50%)
(if 50% < % retained on #4 sieve
≤ 60%)

Data taken from White et al (2007)

Such that adequate compaction is
achieved

Such that the material does not rut
excessively and material can be
compacted properly

100%
within ±20% of OMC
95%
90%

NOTE

Quality
Management
Plan (QMP)
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3.5. Summary

Quality Control (QC) of soil compaction typically involves determining the in-place
compacted dry unit weight (γdfield) and the water content (wc) of a compacted lift of fill
material and comparing the measured γdfield and wc with the laboratory compaction test
results. In order to measure the in situ dry unit weight and water content, most agencies
employ the nuclear gauge for field compaction QC because sand cone tests are
cumbersome and time consuming to perform. However, since the measurement of the
compacted dry unit weight of soil is an indirect means to assess the mechanical response
of subgrade, road engineers have attempted to devise testers that be used to assess the
mechanical properties of the compacted subgrade related to its in situ strength or
stiffness. The California Bearing Ratio test and the Plate bearing test were used for this
purpose, but these tests have been abandoned for QC testing due to their shortcomings.
Currently, there are some testers that have been developed for measuring the stiffness or
strength of subgrade: (1) the Clegg Hammer Test (CHT), (2) the Soil Stiffness Gauge
(SSG) test, and (3) the Light Falling-Weight Deflectometer (LFWD) test. These testers
have the potential to capture the dynamic response of compacted soil, although the
present analytical solutions for the tests do not account for the dynamic loading. For
greater depth, the Dynamic Cone Penetration test is used to measure the dynamic in situ
penetration resistance as a function of depth. The test result is in the form of dynamic
blow counts or penetration rates that are correlated with both the stiffness and the
strength parameters of subgrade. However, most researchers have suggested the criteria
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for the DCPT using the DCPI alone without considering the confining effect. Also, the
other factors such as gradation and particle angularity exist that have not been accounted
for. As a result, the device will be a useful and versatile field quality control device once
a reasonable criterion is established.
All of the above, however, are spot tests and can only cover a very small portion
of the fill volume. The Continuous Compaction Control (CCC) technique is under
development to evaluate the quality of the compaction over the entire volume of
compacted soil, but it needs to be improved for practical use.
Typical specifications for field compaction indicate the type of laboratory
compaction tests to be used as a reference and specify the percentage of the reference
laboratory compaction test results that will be required in the field. Specifications for the
molding water content should also fall within a certain range of the OMC. In general, the
specification for density control (i.e. 95% relative compaction) has effectively functioned
for more than 30 years and therefore should ensure the performance of compacted soil.
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CHAPTER 4. COMPACTION VARIABILITY OF SOIL

4.1. Introduction

Every construction material has variations in its composition and properties.
Geomaterials are more variable than other man-made materials that are used in the
construction industry, such as concrete and steel. When soils are compacted in-place, the
variability associated with compaction can be quite significant, even with
“homogeneous” soils (Yoder and Witczak 1975). Then, what is the source of this
variability in soil compaction? And why is compaction variability of soil important?
In the case of soil compaction, variability can be mainly classified as (1) spatial
variability, and (2) variability associated with the technique of measurement. First, even
areas compacted at few meters apart may exhibit variability. Second, every measurement
is bound to have some level of randomness. This randomness is caused by the testing
method itself and/or the person performing the test. Figure 4.1 illustrates how relative
compaction varies in space.
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Figure 4.1 Variability in the compaction level achieved along an embankment.

Why is compaction variability important? For proper performance of a pavement
structure constructed over the subgrade, uniform compaction of the subgrade soil should
be achieved in the field (refer to CHAPTER 2). Nonuniformities of the subgrades may
induce local and permanent deformations, such as bumps, corrugations, and depressions
on the pavement surface. In addition, since compaction quality control test results are
subject to variance due to compaction variability, specification limits used for
compaction quality control are appropriate when they relate to a measure of the
variability in compacted soil (Hughes 1996), though the specifications of many
transportation agencies indicate a specific value for the quality control of soil compaction.
In this chapter, we will discuss the sources of soil variability, focusing on
compaction variability, and will review the literature pertinent to the typical variability
associated with compacted soil. The chapter then will present how to account for
compaction variability in determining the specification limits for soil compaction.
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4.2. Basic Statistical Concepts

In order to quantify variability in soil, some basic statistical concepts need to be
understood. Figure 4.2 shows a normally distributed frequency curve that is obtained by
plotting the frequency histogram of n sampling units from a sample in the conceptual
population. The conceptual population is a complete set of all the values that is
impossible to measure (Devore 2004). A sample is a set of values that is a subset (a
portion) of the population. Sampling units are the values in a sample determined by
collecting information from a sample. A statistical distribution can be described in terms
of mean and variance, standard deviation, or coefficient of variation.
In the statistical distribution shown in Figure 4.2, the mean identifies the weighted
average of the values in the sampling units. The mean can be expressed as:

n

∑ xi

μ = i =1
n

Eq. 4.1

where μ is the mean of the sampling units, n is the number of sampling units, and xi is the
value of the sample at i.
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x
Figure 4.2 A normally distributed frequency curve.

From Figure 4.2, we can also compute the variance, which is a measure of the
squared dispersion of sampling units. In general, the variance of a population is denoted
as σ2, while the variance of the sampling units is denoted as s2. The variance of the
sampling units is expressed as:

2

n

( x i − μ )2

i =1

n −1

s =∑

Eq. 4.2

Since the units of variance are not the same as that of the physical quantity
measured, it is useful to quantify the variability of the statistical distribution in terms of
the standard deviation. Mathematically, the standard deviation (s) is expressed as:
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s=

n

( x i − μ )2

i =1

n −1

∑

Eq. 4.3

A parameter used as a relative measure of variability is the coefficient of variation
(COV). The COV is expressed as:

⎛s⎞
COV ( % ) = ⎜ ⎟ ×100
⎝μ⎠

Eq. 4.4

Since COV is dimensionless, it is useful for comparing the variability among
different measurements.

4.3. Sources of Compaction Variability

In order to quantify the variation of in-place soil compaction, it is necessary to identify
the sources of variability that are observed in compacted soil. There are three principal
sources contributing to variability in soil compaction:

(1) Spatial Variability of Compacted Soil
Natural soil may vary to some extent with space. In a natural soil deposit, spatial
variability results primarily from the natural geologic processes that lead to soil formation
and that continually modify the in situ soil characteristics (Phoon and Kulhawy 1996).
Although the variability of compacted soil is typically less than the variability of nature,
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it still exists. Again, even within a section spanning only few meters, the composition of
soil, for instance, its particle size and shape can vary significantly, indirectly affecting the
density for a given method of compaction. Also, the variability of water content, which
controls the compacted dry unit weight of the soil, is another source of spatial variability
that can contribute to variability in soil density (Price 1978).
In addition, spatial variability results from compaction process. For example, the
travel speed, number of passes of a compactor, and the lift thickness can vary on a site.
This variability is inherent and is a function of the characteristics of the soil.

(2) Variability due to Sampling and Testing
Improper sample size selection may result in conceptual population bias and, as a
consequence, cause either underestimation or overestimation of the relative compaction
measured at the site. For example, when project engineers perform testing, they select
only a small representative area of the site; and from these sampling test results, they
evaluate the in-place compaction achieved at the site. Using this procedure, there is
uncertainty in the test results introduced by sampling. Although the variability in soil
compaction due to sampling and testing could conceptually be separated, they are
grouped together as their effects can not be independently quantified (Hughes 1996).
Sampling variability means two samples taken from the same spot and tested using the
same procedure do not show identical test results. However, it is also possible that the
test should produce the same result (because the soil property has the same value for both
samples) but does not because of testing variability. As far as testing variability is
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concerned, the proficiency of the test operators, the test apparatus, and the test procedures
influence the variability to a great extent.

(3) Variability in the Results of Laboratory and Field Compaction Tests
This source of variability is unique to soil compaction. As presented in the previous
chapter, we know that relative compaction is defined as the ratio of the in-place dry unit
weight of soil to the maximum dry unit weight of soil obtained from the laboratory
compaction test. However, the question arises as to how closely laboratory compaction
tests can simulate actual field compaction. In the laboratory, the size of the standard mold
is only 4.5 in. (11.43 cm) in diameter and 4.6 in. (11.68 cm) in height (ASTM D 698).
Also, the energy imparted by the compaction hammer in the laboratory is different from
the energy that is produced by the field compaction equipment. Moreover, at a given site,
the number of laboratory compaction tests performed is limited. This means that when
calculating relative compaction values, we use a maximum dry unit weight value
obtained from a limited number of maximum dry unit weights taken from a small number
of laboratory compaction tests. For example, slightly different soils are grouped together
and regarded as the same soil when computing the relative compaction values.

To summarize, compaction variability results from the different soil composition
and variability in the compaction process. When attempting to estimate this variability
using tests, the estimates get distorted and magnified by variability due to sampling and
testing.
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Liu and Thompson (1966) studied the variability in laboratory soil tests using
their laboratory test results along with the data available in Shook and Fang (1961),
Ballard and Weeks (1963), and Liu and Thornburn (1964). The laboratory soil tests
considered by Liu and Thompson (1966) included Atterberg limit tests (liquid limit and
plastic limit), laboratory compaction tests, and specific gravity tests. Table 4.1 is a
summary of the laboratory tests performed. The table shows the variation observed in the
test results based on three studies (Case A, Case B, and Case C). In order to investigate
the effect of sources of variability to the test results, the laboratory tests were performed
with the following three conditions:
1) Two technicians performed ten tests per person on three different types of soils
[A-6 (8), A-6 (9), and A-7-6 (15)] in a single laboratory using the same apparatus (Case
A, refer to Table 4.1)
2) Five technicians performed a single test per person on nine different types of
soils within a single laboratory using the same apparatus (Case B, refer to Table 4.1)
3) 99 laboratories performed a single set of tests per laboratory on three different
type of soils (Case C, refer to Table 4.1).
.

Table 4.1 illustrates that the standard deviation of Case C is significantly larger

than the others. Also, the variability of the plasticity index between testers performing
tests in a given laboratory did not exceed a standard deviation of 2.54 (see Case B in
Table 4.1). Table 4.1 indicates that the standard deviation associated with the maximum
dry density was less than three pcf (0.47 kN/m3). The optimum moisture content showed
variation similar to those of the Atterberg limits. The variability in the specific gravity
test results appeared to be less.
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Table 4.1 Variability of laboratory test (data from Liu and Thompson 1966)
s

COV (%)

No.
of
soils

No. of
operators
per Lab

No. of
Tests per
operators

No.
of
labs

Average

Range

Average

Range

LL (%)

3

2

10

1

0.70

0.56-0.85

2.0

1.5-2.5

PL (%)

3

2

10

1

0.72

0.64-0.88

3.6

3.0-4.0

PI (%)

3

2

10

1

0.84

0.64-0.99

6.0

3.7-8.7

LL (%)

9

5

1

1

1.10

0.44-2.14

4.0

1.7-7.7

PL (%)

9

5

1

1

1.03

0.37-2.20

6.5

2.3-13.2

PI (%)

9

5

1

1

1.53

0.94-2.54

14.6

6.7-33.8

LL (%)

3

1

1

99

3.20

1.7-5.4

7.8

6.2-9.9

PL (%)

3

1

1

99

2.80

2.1-3.5

12.3

9.1-15.5

PI (%)

3

1

1

99

3.90

2.4-5.7

43.5

17.8-78.0

γdmax
(pcf)*

3

1

1

99

2.31

1.93-2.54

2.2

1.8-2.5

**

3

1

1

99

2.62

2.10-2.90

2.3

1.9-2.5

wcopt
(%)*

3

1

1

99

1.70

1.10-2.67

9.3

7.0-12.9

**

3

1

1

99

1.24

0.83-1.96

8.6

6.3-12.9

Gs

3

1

1

65

0.07

0.06-0.12

2.9

2.0-4.4

Test
property
Case A

Case B

Case C

Note: *standard Proctor test **modified Proctor test
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With respect to the variability in relative compaction, Table 4.2 summarizes the
data compiled from the literature on the variability in the level of compaction of various
soil types tested. The variability in the statistical distribution of relative compaction
values depends on the moisture control, the uniformity in the compaction effort, the
variation observed in a given soil type, and the capacity of soil to be affected by the
compaction effort (Sherman et al. 1967). It is interesting to note that the mean values of
relative compaction (RC) presented in Table 4.2 were on average two to three percent
greater than the required relative compaction. Also, even with two to three percent higher
mean values than the required RC, about 10% up to 38% of the sample units did not
achieve the required RC as shown in Table 4.2.
The relative compaction data available in the literature is normally distributed.
Note that considerable scatter of RC values can exist, particularly in sandy soils (the data
for sandy soils are more scattered than those of silty-clay soils). The COVs of RC values
depends primarily on the type of soil. However, no strong correlation between the COVs
and the required RC was observed in Table 4.2. For example, COV ranged between 0.034
and 0.059 in case of 95% RC requirement and between 0.026 and 0.059 in case of 90%
RC requirement, except one case with 0.073.
Since considerable scatter of relative compaction values exists in subgrade
compaction, there is the need of performing field tests frequently to assess the quality of
subgrade compaction. This is another reason why quality control tests should be quick
and easy to perform.
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Table 4.2 Variability of relative compaction data from the literature
Source

Williams
and
Yoder
(1967)

Sherman
et al.
(1967)
Weber
and
Smith
(1967)

Required
RC
(%)

95

90

No. of
samples

Range

Mean
(μ)

SD (s)

COV*

γdmax=110.4 pcf ~123.3 pcf
wcopt=12% ~ 18%, (25≤LL≤44,
9≤PI≤19)

101

84-116

100.6

5.3

0.053

23*

γdmax=116.6 pcf ~133.6 pcf
wcopt=7% ~ 11%, (14≤LL≤34, 0≤PI≤14)

99

80-110

96.8

5.7

0.059

16*

γdmax=106.8 pcf ~125.8 pcf
wcopt=9.5% ~ 16%, (19≤LL≤39,
4≤PI≤15)

101

84-108

98.2

4.5

0.046

38*

A-4*

200

87-98

92.86

2.44

0.026

8.5

A-6*

200

85-97

90.54

3.09

0.034

43.0

A-2-6*

176

80-103

93.64

5.52

0.059

23.9

240*
800*
750*

77-107
80-114
84-112

95.6
94.8
97.0

4.4
4.3
3.6

0.046
0.045
0.037

12
7.5
14

410*

89-111

98.6

3.4

0.034

11

24

81-97

91

3.9

0.043

17

16

77-99

88

6.4

0.073

62

22

89-103

94

3.4

0.036

14

90

Not provided

95

Not provided

Nonuniform clayey, gravelly sand to
sandy gravel
Uniform silty clay
* Data acquired from the literature
90

Percentage
less than
required RC
(%)

Soils used for the compaction

Silty sand
Noorany
(1990)

Relative compaction (%)
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4.4. Accounting for Compaction Variability in Determining the Specification Limits

In the previous section, we saw that several factors can lead to variability in soil
compaction. This variability should be accounted for while establishing the specification
criterion for soil compaction. For example, if the specification requirement is to obtain an
in-place compacted dry unit weight corresponding to 95% RC, this value should have
high probability of occurrence. Table 4.2 suggests that a mean RC value of roughly three
percent higher than the required RC needs to be achieved in order to obtain the required
RC in most of the compacted area.
In order to utilize in situ tests for a compaction QC, the criteria using the tests
need to account for compaction variability. In this regard, the following statistical
approach can be adopted. First, a minimum value of the test measurement that
encompasses at least a certain percentage (e.g., 80%) of occurrences in the frequency
diagrams of test results associated with the required RC is first selected (see Figure 4.3).
In the second step, the minimum value of the test measurement is tested for test results
less than the minimum required value. The test here is that the most of test measurements,

e.g.,90% of test measurements, corresponding to less than the required RC must be less
than the selected minimum value.
In the case of the DCPT, the blow count satisfying both requirements will be
referred to as the minimum required blow count. It provides reasonable assurance that, if
the measured blow count matches or exceeds it, the desired relative compaction will have
been achieved.

Frequency of test results
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Frequency diagram of test results
corresponding to less than required RC

μR-i

μR

Frequency diagram of test results
corresponding to the required RC

N

Test results

μR-i : Mean value of test results corresponding to less than the required RC
μR : Mean value of test results at the required RC
N : Minimum required value encompassing the majority of the test results
obtained at the required RC

Figure 4.3 Conceptual frequency diagram of in situ test results.
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4.5. Summary

When soils are compacted in-place, the variability associated with compaction can be
quite significant (Yoder and Witczak 1975). For proper performance of a pavement
structure constructed over a subgrade, uniform compaction of the subgrade soil should be
targeted in the field
In order to quantify variability in soil, some basic statistical concepts need to be
understood, such as mean, variance, standard deviation, and covariance (COV). Mean
identifies the weighted average of the values in the sampling units and can be expressed
as:

n

∑ xi

μ = i =1
n

Eq. 4.1

where μ is the mean of the sampling units, n is the number of sampling units, and xi is the
value of the sample at i. Variance (s2) is a measure of the squared dispersion of sampling
units and is expressed as:

2

n

( x i − μ )2

i =1

n −1

s =∑

The standard deviation is (s) is the square root of the variance.

Eq. 4.2
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A parameter used as a relative measure of variability is the coefficient of variation
(COV). Since COV is dimensionless, it is useful for comparing the variability among
different measurements. The COV is expressed as:

⎛s⎞
COV ( % ) = ⎜ ⎟ ×100
⎝μ⎠

Eq. 4.4

Compaction variability results from the different soil composition and variability
in the compaction process. When attempting to estimate this variability using tests, the
estimates get distorted and magnified by variability due to sampling and testing.
Liu and Thompson (1966) showed that the variability of laboratory test results in
different laboratories was significantly larger than the variability for a single tester and
for two testers in a single laboratory. They also indicated that a careful tester was able to
reproduce the Atterberg limits according to the standard procedure with a standard
deviation of less than 1.0 and a coefficient of variation (COV) of less than 10 percent.
With respect to the variability of relative compaction on site, the mean values of
RC presented in several references were roughly two to three percent greater than the
specification requirements. Also, even the cases with two to three percent higher mean
values than the required RC, about 10% up to 38% of the sample units did not achieve the
required RC.
The relative compaction data available in the literature is normally distributed.
Note that considerable scatter of RC values can exist, particularly in sandy soils (the data
for sandy soils are more scattered than those of silty-clay soils). Thus, the COVs of the
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RC values primarily depend on the type of soil. However, no strong correlation between
the COVs and the required RC was observed in the literature available.
When utilizing in situ tests for a compaction QC, the criteria using the tests need
to account for compaction variability. In this regard, a statistical approach can be adopted.
First, a minimum value of the test measurement that encompasses at least a certain
percentage of occurrences in the frequency diagrams of test results associated with the
required RC is first selected. In the second step, the minimum required value of the test
measurement is tested for test results less than the minimum required value. The test here
is that the most of test measurements corresponding to less than the required RC must be
less than the selected value. In the case of the DCPT, the blow count satisfying both
requirements will be referred to as the minimum required blow count. It provides
reasonable assurance that, if the measured blow count matches or exceeds it, the desired
relative compaction will have been achieved.
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CHAPTER 5. ASSESSMENT OF DYNAMIC ANALYSIS

5.1. Introduction

When a dynamic in situ test such as dynamic cone penetrometer and Clegg Hammer are
performed on a site, the measurements made during the test reflect dynamic interaction of
the apparatus with the soil. If a load is applied very slowly on soil through in situ device,
no rate effects occur and the total resistance is equal to the static resistance. Rate effects
appear when the load is quickly applied to the soil. Dynamic resistance then mobilizes.
Thus, the total resistance R mobilized at the interface of the device with the soil consists
of a static component Rs and a dynamic component Rd (Salgado 2008):

R = Rs + Rd

Eq. 5.1

The chapter starts by examining the static resistance. It then discusses dynamic
resistance. Methods for interpreting the results of two in situ dynamic tests, the Dynamic
Cone Penetration Test (DCPT) and the Clegg Hammer Test (CHT), are then presented,
including the dynamic models selected to analyze.
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5.2. Soil Response under Static Loading

5.2.1. Background
The static soil response of in situ tests is represented by its bearing capacity. When we
determine the bearing capacity for the footing design, e.g., piling engineering, the most
widely used criterion is the ultimate bearing capacity at which the footing settlement is
about 10% of the pile diameter, denoted as qb,10% (Salgado 2008). However, the bearing
capacity considered here, for the dynamic analysis, is the limit-state bearing capacity,
denoted as qbL. The limit-state bearing capacity is the bearing capacity that is fully
mobilized resistance of the soil against the external forces when the soil below and
nearby the footing experiences overall failure. Since its limit bearing capacity is strongly
correlated with the shear strength of the soil, it is important to obtain the accurate shear
strength of the soil to precisely estimate the limit bearing capacity. With respect to the
shear strength of soil, the shear strength of sands is different from that of clays due to the
differences in their nature.
In addition, depending on the type of in situ tests, the bearing capacity is
differently addressed. In case of the Clegg Hammer test, since the load is transferred to
the soil surface, the bearing capacity of the Clegg Hammer is estimated using the bearing
capacity equations for shallow foundations. In case of the dynamic cone penetrometer,
the bearing capacity equations for deep foundations can be used for estimating the
bearing capacity of the dynamic cone penetrometer.
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5.2.2. Shear Strength of Sands
Several factors determine the shear strength of sands: soil state variables (relative density
and confinement) the nature and characteristics of the soil particles, and environmental
factors (Salgado 2008). Once the intrinsic soil variables are determined according to the
nature of the sand, the shear strength of sands is the function of soil state variables. In
order to account for the soil state variables, Bolton (1986) proposed an empirical equation
that can account for the dilatancy of sands:

φ p = φc + A ψ I R

Eq. 5.2

where φp = peak friction angle, φc = critical-state friction angle, Aψ = 3 for triaxial
conditions and to 5 for plane-strain conditions, and IR is the relative dilatancy index. IR is
defined in terms of the relative density and the mean effective stress level and is
expressed as:

⎡
⎛ 100σ' ⎞ ⎤
mp ⎟ ⎥
I R = I D ⎢Q − ln ⎜
− RQ
⎢
⎜ pA ⎟ ⎥
⎝
⎠⎦
⎣

Eq. 5.3

where ID = DR / 100 (DR = relative density, %), Q and RQ = fitting parameters that depend
on the intrinsic characteristics of the sand, pA = reference stress ( = 100kPa = 0.1MPa ≈
1tsf ≈ 2000psf), and σ’mp = mean effective stress at peak shear strength.
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Bolton (1986) found Q = 10 and RQ = 1 to correlate reasonably well with the
results of a large number of laboratory tests performed on many different clean silica
sands. Bolton’s empirical correlation adequately represents the shear strength of sands
accounting for dilatancy, which depends on the sand relative density and confinement.
Chakraborty and Salgado (2008) correlated the critical state φ, the peak friction
angle, relative density, and confining stress for stresses ranging from very low (singledigit) values to 197kPa. They found that Q varies from 6.9 to 9.6 and RQ varies from 0.03
to 0.73 depending on the confinement level.

5.2.3. Shear Strength of Clays
In clays, the rate of loading is typically much faster than the rate of dissipation of pore
water pressure induced by loading, especially compared with sands. Randolph and
Murphy (1985) proposed a correlation between the ratio of the undrained shear strength
(su) to the effective stress (σ'v) and the critical-state friction angle φc of the clay based on
the research by Wroth (1984):

su
φ
= c
σ 'v 100

Eq. 5.4

where su = undrained shear strength of the clay and φc = critical-state friction angle.
Alternatively, the undrained shear strength of clay can be estimated from the cone
resistance qc (Salgado 2008):
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q − σv
su = c
Nk

Eq. 5.5

where qc = cone resistance, σv = total vertical stress, and Nk = the cone factor. Eq 5.5 is
essentially the bearing capacity equation with the surcharge, q0, equal to the total stress at
a desired depth. Salgado (2008) suggested that Nk should be of the order of ten based on
the Nk values reported in the literature.

5.2.4. Limit Bearing Capacity of Shallow Footings
In order to estimate the bearing capacity of shallow foundations, we commonly use the
bearing capacity equation, which independently accounts for the effect of soil cohesion,
surcharge, and soil unit weight (Loukidis and Salgado 2009). In sands, for a shallow
foundation embedded in a sand deposit acted upon by a vertical load, the bearing capacity
equation can be expressed in terms of the surcharge and the unit weight of soil (Lyamin
et al. 2007). In case of shallow foundations on the surface of sands, no surcharge exist
and hence, the bearing capacity equation can be reduced to

q bL =

QbL
A footing

( )

= 0.5 s γ γBN γ

Eq. 5.6

where qbL = limit bearing capacity, QbL = limit load, Afooting = area of the footing, sγ =
shape factor, Nγ = bearing capacity factor accounting for the contribution of the self-
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weight of soil on the footing bearing capacity, γ = unit weight representative of the soil
below the base of the footing, B = footing width.
In order to find qbL of a footing, we need to find the bearing capacity factor, Nγ
and the shape factor, sγ . Since these factors are functions of the mobilized friction angle
under the footing, we first must know the confinement below the footing, which controls
the mobilized friction angle. Below the footing, there is an infinite number of possible
slip planes located at different depths. Each of these planes is subjected to a different
confinement level and, hence, different friction angles could be calculated for each of
them. The mobilized friction angle is lower near the footing, where the mean effective
stress is larger, and higher, at a point away from the footing, where the mean effective
stress is smaller. Also, as the applied load on the footing increases, the mobilized friction
angles are developed due to the increase in confinement below the footing until the
footing reaches a limit state.
Based on numerical analysis, Loukidis and Salgado (2006) proposed an equation
to calculate a “representative” mean effective stress along the slip surface under circular
footings for estimating the mobilized friction angle in bearing capacity calculations as
follows:

⎛ γB ⎞
σ 'mp = 13.6p A ⎜
⎟
⎝ pA ⎠

0.7

Eq. 5.7
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where σ’mp = mean effective stress at peak shear strength and pA = reference stress ( =
100kPa = 0.1MPa ≈ 1tsf ≈ 2000psf).
Once we compute the representative mean effective stress mobilized below the
footing on the verge of bearing capacity failure, Eq. 5.2 and Eq. 5.3, suggested by Bolton
(1986), can be used to calculate the mobilized friction angle below the footing.
We can then compute the bearing capacity factor Nγ. Recently, Martin (2005)
arrived at exact solutions for φ up to 60°. The following equation fits very closely the Nγ
values suggested by Martin (Salgado 2008):

(

)

N γ = N q − 1 tan (1.32φ )

where N q =

Eq. 5.8

1 + sin φ π tan φ
e
, and φ = mobilized friction angle. With respect to the shape
1 − sin φ

factor for Nγ, Lyamin et al. (2007) proposed the following equation for a square footing: .

sγ = 1 + 0.0336φ

Eq. 5.9

Lyamin et al. (2007) suggested that, in the case of circular footings, the shape
factor of Eq. 5.9 should be multiplied by 1+0.002φ.
To summarize, we can compute the bearing capacity of shallow footings as
follows:
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1. Compute σ’mp using Eq. 5.7
2. Compute the mobilized friction angle φ below the footing using Eq. 5.2 and Eq.
5.3.
3. Compute Nγ and sγ using Eq. 5.8 and Eq. 5.9, respectively.
4. Compute the limit bearing capacity (qbL) using Eq. 5.6.

The limit bearing capacity of shallow foundations on the surface of clays can be
calculated as follows:

q bL = N cs u

Eq. 5.10

where qbL = limit bearing capacity, Nc = bearing capacity factor accounting for the
cohesion intercept. Salgado (2008) indicated that Nc is approximately equal to 5.14 based
on the slipline method.

5.2.5. Limit Base Capacity of Deep Footings
When a penetrating object is introduced vertically into the ground, it creates and
expands a cylindrical cavity into the soil (see Figure 5.1). Thus, a relationship exists
between the soil penetration resistance and the pressure required to expand a cylindrical
cavity in the soil from zero initial radius.
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In sands, Salgado and Prezzi (2007) found that the base resistance increases
nonlinearly, at decreasing rates, with increasing vertical effective stress. This is
quantified by the following equation (Salgado and Prezzi 2007):

⎛ σ' ⎞
q bL
= 1.64 exp ⎣⎡0.1041φc + ( 0.0264 − 0.0002φc ) DR ⎤⎦ ⎜ h ⎟
pA
⎝ pA ⎠

0.841− 0.0047D R

Eq. 5.11

where qbL = limit base resistance, φc is the critical-state friction angle, DR = relative
density (%), pA = reference stress ( = 100kPa = 0.1MPa ≈ 1tsf ≈ 2000psf), and σ’h is the
horizontal effective stress at the desired depth before penetration.
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C
L

Nonlinear elastic zone
Cavity
R
A
Plastic zone

σR
σθ

G0

Shear modulus
: Max. shear modulus
: Limit pressure
σR : Radial stress
σ θ : Effective hoop stress
φ p : Peak friction angle
G0
pL

pL

Radial stress

σR
φp

Friction angle

φc

Radius
a

R

A

Figure 5.1 Expansion of a cavity from zero initial radius (modified after Salgado and
Prezzi 2007).
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Salgado (2008) also indicated that the analysis and experimental data show that
the limit base resistance qbL of a driven pile is approximately equal to the cone
penetration resistance qc in sands.
With respect to deep foundations in clays, the limit base resistance is controlled
by the undrained shear strength, which is similar to the limit base resistance of shallow
foundations in clays. Thus, the bearing capacity equation can be expressed as (Salgado
2008):

q bL = 5.14 ( ssu dsu ) s u + q 0

Eq. 5.12

where ssu = shape factor, dsu = depth factor, and q0 = a surcharge. If the maximum values
of traditional shape and depth factors ssu=1.2 and dsu=1.5, proposed by Meyerhof (1951),
are used in Eq. 5.12, we get:

q bL = 9.25s u

Eq. 5.13

It is common practice in piling engineering to round down 9.25 in Eq. 5.13 down
9.0 (Salgado 2008). Salgado et al. (2004) showed that qbL/su ranges from 11.0 (lower
bound) to 14.0. Salgado (2008) indicated that based on research to date, the range of

qbL/su lies approximately between 9 and 14.
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5.3. Soil Response under Dynamic Loading

5.3.1. Background
Since dynamic pile driving began drawing the attention of engineers, several classical
formulae based on energy concepts have interested engineers. One example is the Dutch
formula that is expressed as (Sanglerat 1972):

Ru =

( M h )2 H

(

)

PR ⎡ A M h + M p ⎤
⎣
⎦

Eq. 5.14

where Ru = pile unit resistance in decanewton per cm2 (daN/cm2) or bar, PR = penetration
per blow in cm, Mh = mass of the hammer in kg, H = height of fall of the hammer in cm,

MP = mass of the pile in kg, and A = cross-sectional area of the pile in cm2.
Since this energy concept assumes that the driving energy is completely absorbed
by the pile, it does not account for the dynamic response of soil, and therefore, the
concept cannot capture the dynamic response of soil.
Certainly, a better approach is to model the soil by a set of springs and dashpots.
A spring constant may be used to represent static resistance, while the effects of loading
rate on resistance are modeled through a damping constant. In this framework, damping
reflects a gradual decrease of vibration with time.
For the most part, in soil dynamics, damping is classified into two types: radiation
and material damping (see Figure 5.2). Radiation damping is associated with the
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attenuation of the waves due to the propagation of vibration over a larger space from a
small spot. Hence, sometimes it is also called “geometrical damping.” Material damping
refers to the absorption of energy due to hysteretic behavior of material during
oscillation. For example, viscous damping is one of the material damping that involves a
decrease in the amplitude of the wave because of viscosity. Another example is the
conversion of the energy of a traveling wave into heat (Kramer 1996). The damping
described here results in the loss of the energy during wave propagation.

Rb

Material damping

w
Rb : Soil reaction
w : Soil displacement

Radiation damping

air

water

Viscous damping

Figure 5.2 Sources of damping on soil.

If the strains are large, material damping can be substantial and, if they are small,
it may be negligible. Radiation damping represents a purely geometric effect, which
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exists at small and large strain amplitudes. For typical footings, radiation damping is
often larger than material damping (Trifunac et al. 2001).

5.3.2. Vertical Oscillation of Footings
We saw in the previous section that the total resistance acting at the soil surface due to
the dynamic load is composed of a static component and a dynamic component. Thus, the
dynamic in situ test results from dynamic cone penetration test or Clegg Hammer Test
reflect the dynamic response of soil. From the viewpoint of soil, the mechanism of soil
reaction mobilization caused by the vertical oscillation of a rigid footing on soil and the
vertical oscillation of the soil due to dropping objects is fundamentally identical (see
Figure 5.3). Accordingly, the development of the solution for the dynamic behavior of
foundations on soil therefore can be adopted in interpreting the results of dynamic in situ
tests.
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Figure 5.3 Mechanism of soil reaction mobilization: (a) vertical oscillation of a rigid
shallow footing on soil and (b) the vertical oscillation of the soil due to a dropping object.
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With respect to the linear spring-damping model for the dynamic analysis, the
original analytical solutions were based on assumptions of uniformly distributed vertical
stress distributions beneath the footing found by Reissner (Anam and Roesset 2004).
Reissner (1936) mathematically derived an analytical solution for the vertical oscillations
of footings resting on a semi-infinite half-space. Reissner (1936) assumed the soil
beneath foundation soil to be perfectly elastic, isotropic, and homogeneous. Although
Reissner’s theory was not immediately applied in the field of soil dynamics, it became
the basis of analytical studies of oscillators resting on half-space (Richart et al. 1970).
Based on Reissner’s solution, Lysmer (1965) developed a solution of the ground
response under a circular rigid footing using the combination of a linear spring and a
damping constant [see Figure 5.4 (a)]. Lysmer (1965) adopted the spring constant (kb,Lys)
that is equal to the static elastic solution, that is expressed as:

k b, Lys =

4Gr
1− v

Eq. 5.15

where r is the radius of circular rigid footing, G is the shear modulus of soil , and v is the
Poisson’s ratio of the soil. As shown in Figure 5.4 (b), the spring constant proposed by
Lysmer (1965) is linked to the static resistance of soil.
In Lysmer’s analogue, the dynamic resistance of soil is taken into account by the
damping coefficient that is expressed as:
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CLys =

3.4r 2

( γ mg ) G
1− ν

Eq. 5.16

where γm is the wet unit weight of soil, and g is the acceleration due to the earth’s gravity.
As shown in Figure 5.4 (b), the damping constant proposed by Lysmer (1965) is linked to
the velocity of soil, which accounts for the time-dependent behavior of soil.
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r : Radius of the footing

r

kb,Lys

cLys

(a)

Rs

Rd

w : Soil displacement

w& : Soil velocity

cLys

kb , Lys

w

w&

(b)
Figure 5.4 Lysmer’s reaction model: (a) schematic of the model; and (b) spring and
dashpot and plots of Rs (t)-w and Rd (t) - w relationship.
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The main contribution of Lysmer’s study was that he established a bridge between
the elastic half-space theory and the mass-spring-dashpot system and provided values for
the spring and damping constants (Richart et al. 1970). According to the extensive review
of dynamic soil-structure interaction by Kausel (2010), a lot of researches have been
performed based on Lysmer’s analogue in the context of footing vibrations.
Davies and Karim (1995) performed dynamic analysis based on Lysmer’s
analogue to interpret the results of Clegg hammer test. Davies and Karim (1995)
conducted the analysis using an elastodynamic solution. From the analysis, they were
able to obtain the ground response to impact by a mass using the free-vibration condition
described by the equation of motion. Since the analytical results demonstrated very high
impact stresses, Davies and Karim (1995) concluded that the analysis was not directly
applicable to the interpretation of the CHT. However, this lack of compatibility of the
analysis with the CHT is also due to the fact that the analysis did not account for soil
nonlinearity.
Again, the linear-elastic spring constant illustrated in Figure 5.4 (a) is not able to
accurately simulate response of a footing on soil, as the static component should be
bounded by a limit bearing capacity, as discussed in previous sections.
Smith (1960) introduced a dynamic model to perform pile driving analysis. Smith
(1960) employed the linear-elastic, perfectly-plastic soil model to analyze the dynamic
response of soil. In the Smith (1960) model, the soil reaction is described through a
linear-elastic perfectly-plastic spring constant with the dashpot coefficient. Also, the pile
is divided into finite elements connected to springs (see Figure 5.5).
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Stroke

M1: Mass of the ram
Mi: Mass of the discretized pile element
M1

Ram
Capblock
Pile Cap

K1
M2
K2
M3
K3

ks3

cs3

ks4

cs4

M4

Kn-2
Mn-1
Kn-1 ks(n-1)

cs(n-1)

Mn
kb

cb

ksn

csn

K1: Spring constant of the capblock
Ki: Spring constant of the pile
ksi: Spring constant of the soil at shaft csi: dashpot constant of soil at shaft
kb: Spring constant of the soil at base

csi: dashpot constant of soil at base

Figure 5.5 Pile-hammer-soil system of Smith model (modified after Smith 1960).

With regard to the vertical oscillation of footings in deep soil (such as a pile base),
the dynamic response during pile driving events is often approached through the model
used for the oscillation of shallow footings on a semi-infinite half-space.
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After the Smith (1960) model, some advanced models for pile driving analysis
also employed Lysmer’s framework to interpret the dynamic response of the pile base.
For example, in order to account for the elasto-plastic state of soil, Deeks and Randolph
(1995) incorporated a plastic slider along with sets of rheological model configurations
based on finite element results. However, Deeks and Randolph (1995) reported that the
results of analyses using Lysmer’s analogue were in good agreement with the dynamic
model presented by Deeks and Randolph (1995) when the Poisson’s ratio was less than
1/3.

5.4. Suggested Model for the Interpretation of in situ Tests

5.4.1. Selection of the Dynamic Model for the Clegg Hammer Test
Dynamic loading leads to nonlinear hysteretic response of the soil that reflects modulus
degradation and gradual increase of energy loss (Vucetic and Dobry 1991, Loizos and
Boukovalas 2005). Physically, when the impact mass is dropped onto the ground surface,
the impacted portion of soil first stores the energy with elastic deformation and then
absorbs the energy through hysteretic dissipation. When the soil resistance is mobilized
due to the impact, soil resistance cannot increase infinitely with an increase in
displacement. Rather, the resistance should be bound to a limit bearing capacity. Yet in
Lysmer’s analogue, the soil resistance against dynamic loading continuously increases as
the loading increases, regardless of the limit state.
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During the Clegg Hammer Test, the data logger in the CHT captures the
maximum deceleration in terms of the Clegg Impact Value CIV (=98m/s2). In order to
correlate the CIV with soil properties, it is necessary to obtain the magnitude and
characteristics of the dynamic loads involved in the CHT. Also, the nonlinear response of
the soil under the Clegg hammer at the moment of impact needs to be modeled properly.
In addition, damping must be accurately represented.
Recently, Loukidis et al. (2008) proposed a base reaction model for interpreting
the dynamic response of soil. The proposed model accounts for soil nonlinearity and
hysteresis, viscous damping, and radiation damping. The proposed model consists of a
nonlinear spring connected in parallel to a radiation dashpot (see Figure 5.6).
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K b ,max

K b ,max : Max. spring constant

R bL

Ki

RbL : Limit bearing capacity

r

k

Rb : Soil reaction

w

c

w

: Soil displacement

Figure 5.6 Selected base reaction model (modified after Loukidis et al. 2008).

The source of material damping is the nonlinear behavior of soil and its hysteresis,
which is reflected in the nonlinear spring function, a mathematically advanced form of
the extended Masing-type function introduced by Kramer (1996). According to the
dynamic model presented by Loukidis et al. (2008), the spring constant of this function is
a hyperbolic-type load displacement relationship that can be expressed as:

K=

K b,max
dR b
=
dw ⎛
R b − LOI × R b, rev
⎜1+bf
⎜
( LOI+1) sgn ⋅ R bf − R b
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

2

Eq. 5.17
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where Kb,max is the maximum elastic spring constant, Rb is the limit base capacity, Rb,rev is
the spring reaction at the last displacement reversal, and LOI is the loading index
parameter (LOI=0 for a virgin loading, 1 for other cases). The signum function is denoted
by sgn, which extracts the sign of a real number. bf is a model parameter that controls the
rate of degradation of the base spring constants. For modeling the radiation dashpot, the
Lysmer’s dashpot is adopted.
The dynamic model selected, originally presented by Loukidis et al. (2008),
accounts for the unloading-reloading response of soil due to dynamic loads. As shown in
Figure 5.6, the base reaction due to dynamic loading reaches Rbf asymptotically, with an
increase in the dynamic displacement. Also, if a setback takes place during the analysis,
Rb,rev is loaded at the point where the setback occurs. The path of the unloading-reloading

curves takes the same shape as that of the backbone curve. The selected model captures
hysteretic damping by using variables such as LOI, Rb,rev and the signum function
(Loukidis et al. 2008).
The selected model also accounts for viscous damping. According to Loukidis et
al. (2008), the dynamic limit bearing capacity Rbf is set as a function of the base velocity
and is expressed as:

n
& b) ⎤
R bf = Q bL ⎡1 + m ( w
⎢⎣
⎦⎥

Eq. 5.18
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where QbL is the static limit load, and m and n are parameters controlling rate effects on
soil strength. Eq. 5.18 implies that the limit bearing capacity during dynamic behavior is
equal to the static limit load when the velocity of the footing is zero.
Using the rheological model combined the spring constant suggested by Loukidis
et al. (2008) and the dashpot constant suggested by Lysmer (1965), the equation of
motion can be applied to obtain the dynamic response of the Clegg hammer test.
The ground response to the impact of a mass M can be obtained using the solution
of the free-vibration problem:

&& + Cw
& + Kw = 0
Mw

Eq. 5.19

&& ,
where K is the spring constant in Eq. 5.17, C is the damping constant in Eq. 5.16, and w

w& , and w are acceleration, velocity, and displacement, respectively. This is the classic

one-degree-of-freedom system governed by a linear differential equation.
The single degree of freedom (SDOF) transient response is fundamental to most
types of vibratory behavior. Even within SDOF with free vibration condition, however,
the solution of the equation of motion varies depending on how the spring constant and
damping characteristics are predetermined. In the analysis, soil nonlinearity and
hysteresis, radiation damping, and viscous damping are accounted for using Eq 5.16 to
5.18.
The equation of motion, even for a single-degree-of-freedom system, cannot be
solved explicitly if the ground acceleration varies with time or if the system involves
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nonlinear behavior (Chopra 2007). Thus, in order to solve the problem, a numerical timestepping method, namely, the finite difference method is adopted in the analysis.
First, the time step (∆t) should be determined. Then, the equation of motion can
be rewritten as:

&& i + Cw
& i + Ki w i = 0
Mw

Eq. 5.20

Also, the spring constant can also be rewritten as:

( dR b )i =

K b,max

(

)

⎛
− LOI × R b, rev
R
⎜1+b ( b )i −1
i −1
f
⎜
( LOI+1) sgn ⋅ R bf − ( R b )i −1
⎜
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

2

( dw )i

Eq. 5.21

The equation of motion in eq. 5.20 is subjected to the boundary conditions

w& = initial impact velocity and w = 0 when the time is equal to zero. Using the boundary
condition, the equation of motion can be solved step-by-step using the following
procedure:

1. Compute (dRb)i using equation 5.20
2. Compute (Rb)i = (Rb)i-1 + (dRb)i
⎡Cw
& i + (Rb ) ⎤
i⎦
&& i = − ⎣
3. Compute the acceleration w
M
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4. Compute the velocity and displacement using the following equations:

& i +1 = w
&i +w
&& i Δt
w
& i Δt
w i +1 = w i + w

In the analysis, the numerical procedure may become unstable if we input very
small or large time increments.

5.4.2. Selection of the Dynamic Model for the Dynamic Cone Penetration Test
In the DCPT, the tester records the blow counts required for penetrating a certain depth
(e.g., 0-to-6 inches or 0-to-12 inches). For proper dynamic analysis of the DCPT, it is
essential to understand the sequence of the test. As shown in Figure 5.7 (a), when the
hammer drops and hits the anvil, the cone tip of the DCP penetrates the soil. Since the
diameter of the cone tip (2.0cm) is larger than that of the DCP bar (1.7cm), the side
resistance of soil can be neglected. Even in sandy soils, it was observed that the hole
made by the DCPT sustained itself in the field because of apparent cohesion.
In summary, we can model the DCPT with a series of steel elements along with
soil reaction at the base only (see Figure 5.7). For the base model, the same framework
used for the CHT was adopted.
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Hammer (Weight)

M1

Anvil

M2

Mn-1

Mn

Rb
(a)

(b)

Figure 5.7 DCPT (a) DCP test sequence; (b) discretization of DCP into lumped masses
with soil reaction at the base.

However, differences exist between the CHT and the DCPT. First, the CHT does
not have the overburden pressure that the DCPT has. At shallow depths, a significant
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portion of the damping of soil takes place due to Rayleigh waves that the DCPT does not
have as it penetrates deeper. In order to account for the depth effect on pile base during
dynamic motion, Loukidis et al. (2008) proposed the equation based on the finite
difference analysis using FLAC. Based on the FLAC simulations, Loukidis et al. (2008)
suggested the static stiffness depth factor Df can be expressed as:

0.826 ⎤
⎡
⎛D⎞
⎥
Df = (1.27 − 0.12 ln ν ) − ( 0.27 − 0.12 ln ν ) exp ⎢ −0.83 ⎜ ⎟
⎝B⎠
⎢⎣
⎥⎦

Eq. 5.22

where v is the Poisson’s ratio, B is the diameter of the DCPT, and D is the depth where
the tip is located. In case of dynamic depth factor, Loukidis et al. (2008) also found the
following correlation:

1.7

Df ,dyn = ( Df )

Eq. 5.23

where Df,dyn is the dynamic depth factor. Then, the initial spring constant can be modified
as:

1.7

K b,max = ( Df )

K Lys

Eq. 5.24

With respect to the dashpot constant, the embedment factor is equal to 1.3 when
D/B is large. Physically, this means that the vertical source of vibration creates the
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oscillation of the soil not only downward, but also upward and laterally (Balthaus and
Kielbassa 1986). Considering this effect, Loukidis et al. (2008) conducted the FLAC
analysis and modified the damping constant that can be expressed as:

Cb = Cemb CLys = 1.3CLys

Eq. 5.25

As part of interpreting the dynamic response of the DCPT for soils, the ground
response to the impact of a mass M can be obtained using the following equation of
motion:

[ M ]{w&& i } + [Cb ]{w& i } + [ K ]{w i } + R = 0

Eq. 5.26

where [K] is the matrix of the spring constant, [Cb] is the matrix of the damping constant,
&& }, { w& }, and {w} are the matrixes of acceleration, velocity, and displacement,
and { w

respectively. This system of equations of motion can be solved numerically using the
finite difference technique. Using the time-stepping methods developed by Newmark
(1959), the displacement, velocity, and acceleration of each segment of DCP at time t+∆t
can be computed using the following equations:

⎛
⎧⎪ 1
⎫⎪ ⎞
⎛ 1 ⎞
1
& } + ⎜ -1⎟ {w
&& } ⎬ ⎟
⎜ −R t + [ M ] ⎨
w} t +
w
{
{
2
( ) βΔt
( t ) ⎝ 2β ⎠
(t) ⎪⎟
⎪ βΔt
1 ⎜
⎩
⎭ Eq. 5.27
{w}( t+Δt ) =
⎜
⎟
[ K eff ] ⎜
⎧ γ
⎫ ⎟
⎛γ ⎞
⎛ γ ⎞
& } +Δt ⎜ -1⎟ {w
&& } ⎬ ⎟
⎜ + [ C] ⎨ βΔt {w}( t ) + ⎜ β -1⎟ {w
(t)
(t)
2β
⎝
⎠
⎝
⎠
⎩
⎭ ⎠
⎝
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{w& }( t+Δt ) =

{w}(
βΔt (

{w&&}( t+Δt ) =

⎛ 1 ⎞
1 ⎡
&&
w} t +Δt − {w} t − Δt {w& } t ⎤ - ⎜ -1⎟ {w
{
)
()
( ) ⎦⎥ ⎝ 2β ⎠ }( t )
βΔt 2 ⎣⎢ (

γ

t +Δt )

)

⎛γ ⎞
⎛ γ ⎞
&
&&
( ) − ⎜⎝ β -1⎟⎠ {w}( t ) − Δt ⎜⎝ 2β -1⎟⎠ {w}( t )

− {w} t

Eq. 5.28

Eq. 5.29

where [Keff] is the modified stiffness matrix, given by

[ K eff ] =

1
γ
M +
[ C] + [ K ]
2[ ]
βΔt
βΔt

Eq. 5.30

When performing the analysis using the finite difference techniques, the selection
of γ and β is crucial to the convergence of the solution. According to the Newmark
(1959), typical selection for γ is 1/2 and 1/6≤β≤1/4 is satisfactory from all points of
view, including the accuracy of the analytical solution.
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5.5. Summary

An accurate method that evaluates the dynamic behavior of soil under dynamic loads is to
model the soil by using a set of springs and dashpots. A spring constant is associated with
the static resistance of soil and the damping of soil corresponds to the rate effect of soil
against dynamic loads. In this framework, the damping reflects a gradual decrease of
vibration with time.
When a load is applied gradually, as occurs in typical construction sequences, rate
effects gradually increase as the time to apply the load decreases. Thus, the total
resistance R (t) acting at the surface of the soil consists of the static component Rs (t) and
the dynamic component Rd (t) (Salgado 2008):

R ( t ) = Rs ( t ) + Rd ( t )

Eq. 5.2

With regard to the vertical oscillations of footings resting on soil, Lysmer (1965)
postulated the ground with the combination of a spring and a damping constant. Lysmer’s
analogue represents the spring constant that is expressed as:

k b, Lys =

4Gr
1− v

Eq. 5.3
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where r is the radius of the circular rigid footing, G is the shear modulus of the
soil, and v is the Poisson’s ratio of the soil (see Figure 5.3). Also, the damping coefficient
is given as:

CLys =

3.4r 2

( γ mg ) G
1− ν

Eq. 5.4

where γm is the wet unit weight of the soil and g is the acceleration due to the
earth’s gravity.
The nonlinear stress-strain behavior of soils makes the analysis complex. The
impacted portion of the soil first stores the energy with elastic deformation and then
absorbs the energy due to hysteretic dissipation. Even though the analysis can be
improved by introducing soil nonlinearity, only a few attempts have been made (AbouJaoude 2006).
In order to correlate the CIV with the ground conditions, it is necessary to obtain
the magnitude and characteristics of the dynamic loads involved in the CHT. Recently,
Loukidis et al. (2008) proposed a base reaction model accounting for soil nonlinearity
and hysteresis, viscous damping, and radiation damping. The proposed model consists of
a nonlinear spring connected in parallel to a radiation dashpot (see Figure 5.7). Radiation
dashpot is identical to Lysmer’s dashpot and is given by:

CLys =

3.4r 2

( γ m g ) G max
1− ν

Eq. 5.16
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The source of material damping is the nonlinear behavior of soil and its hysteresis,
which is reflected in the nonlinear spring function, a mathematically advanced form of
the extended Masing type function introduced by Kremer (1996). The spring constant of
this function illustrates a hyperbolic-type load displacement relationship and can be
expressed as:

K=

K b,max
dR b
=
dw ⎛
R b − LOI × R b, rev
⎜ 1+bf
⎜
( LOI+1) sgn ⋅ R bf − R b
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

2

Eq. 5.17

where Kb,max is the maximum elastic spring constant, Rb is the limit base capacity,
Rb,rev is the spring reaction at the last displacement reversal, and LOI is the loading index

parameter (LOI=0 for a virgin loading, 1 for other cases). The signum function is denoted
by sgn, which extracts the sign of a real number. bf is a model parameter that controls the
rate of degradation of the base spring constants.
In order to interpret the dynamic response of the CHT for soils, the ground
response to impact by mass M can be obtained using the solution of the free-vibration
problem:

&& + Cw
& + Kw = 0
Mw

Eq. 5.19
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where K is the spring constant in eq. 5.18, C is the damping constant in eq. 5.17;
&& , w& , and w are acceleration, velocity, and displacement respectively. This is a
and w

classic one-degree-of-freedom system governed by a linear differential equation.
For the dynamic analysis of the DCPT, it is essential to understand the sequence
of the test. Differences exist between the CHT and the DCPT. First, the CHT does not
have the overburden pressure that the DCPT has. At shallow depths, a significant portion
of the damping of soil takes place due to Rayleigh waves that the DCPT does not have as
it penetrates deeper. Loukidis et al. (2008) proposed the equation that accounts for the
effect of embedment using the finite difference code FLAC.
As part of interpreting the dynamic response of the DCPT for soils, the ground
response to impact by mass M can be obtained using the equation of motion.
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CHAPTER 6. FIELD TESTS ON INDIANA SOILS

6.1. Introduction

Since the Dynamic Cone Penetration Test (DCPT) and the Clegg Hammer Test (CHT)
were introduced, several researchers have attempted to use these tests for soil compaction
quality control (Burnham 1997, White et al 1999, Gabr et al. 2000, Jayawickrama et al.
2000, Salgado and Yoon 2003, Abu-Farsakh et al. 2005, GTI 2005, Ampadu and Arthur
2006). However, these studies did not develop specific correlations for the various types
of soil.
A comprehensive experimental program was undertaken to assess the use of the
DCPT and the CHT for compaction control. The experimental program consisted of tests
performed in a pit and in the field. The DCPTs and CHTs were performed on-site at
several INDOT highway construction projects in Indiana. In order to establish the soil
compaction quality control criteria using the DCPT and CHT, a number of tests were
performed along with other density-based tests such as the nuclear gauge and sand cone
tests. By doing so, the DCPT and CHT could be correlated with the dry unit weight
associated with the INDOT specification limit, which is RC ≥ 95%.
Since the dynamic behavior of both the DCPT and CHT are somewhat different,
depending on the soil type, the test results were summarized according to the type of soil,
categorized by the AASHTO classification. During testing, the soils containing a
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significant amount of gravel-sized particles were excluded because the particle size
effects increase significantly considering the dimensions of both the DCPT and CHT.
This chapter presents the results of the tests performed in the test pit located on
the southern side of the Bowen Laboratory for Large-Scale Civil Engineering Research at
Purdue University in West Lafayette, Indiana, as well as the tests performed at several
INDOT construction sites.
A major thrust of this chapter is providing values of the minimum required blow
count for various soil types and 95% relative compaction. As defined in section 4.4, the
blow count satisfying both requirements will be referred to as the minimum required
blow count. It provides reasonable assurance that, if the measured blow count matches or
exceeds it, the desired relative compaction will have been achieved.

6.2. Tests Performed in the Test Pit

6.2.1. Testing Method
The purpose of the tests performed on the southern side of the Bowen Laboratory was to
investigate the DCPT and CHT results in well controlled conditions because on-site
construction conditions, water content in particular, fluctuate considerably due to weather.
The test pit, shown in Figure 6.1, has an internal diameter of 130cm and a height of
130cm.
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Figure 6.1 The photograph of the test pit

Preparation of the sample and the testing procedure involved the following steps.
1. A volume of soil sufficient to fill the pit when compacted was set aside. Its
water content was adjusted so that it was as close as possible to the Optimum Moisture
Content (OMC).
2. The soil was placed inside the pit at a level of one-fourth the pit height using a
shovel.
3. The soil was then compacted using a 16kg dropping mass. In order to control
the relative compaction of the compacted soil in the pit, the soil was compacted at five
different compaction energy levels by changing the number of drops of the 16kg mass
(see Table 6.1). Also, two samples were taken for measurement of their water content.
4. Additional soil was placed on top of the soil already compacted and then
compacted using the same mass with the number of drops specified in Table 6.1.
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Table 6.1 Different compaction targets
Type

Relative Compaction
(RC)

Method of
Compaction

Case 1

81.6%

1 drop / layer

Case 2

86.5%

3 drops / layer

Case 3

89.6%

5 drops / layer

Case 4

91.3%

8 drops / layer

Case 5

95.0%

12 drops / layer

Test Performed
DCPT
- Five locations at
two depths
CHT
- Five locations at
two depths

5. The first set of tests was carried out at the locations shown in Figure 6.2 (a) and
(b).
6. The procedure described for steps 2 to 4 was repeated as two more layers were
placed and compacted on top of the surface where the first set of tests was performed. A
second set of tests was then conducted as shown in Figure 6.2. A sand cone test was
conducted at the center of the sample to investigate the dry unit weight of the compacted
soil. Also, two samples were taken for water content measurements.
The CHT apparatus used for this research was a 10kg hammer type, Model
95005A, produced by a Lafayette company. The DCP apparatus used in the testing was
manufactured in accordance with ASTM D6951-03.
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Figure 6.2 Test pit: (a) Cross-sectional view of DCPT and CHT test locations, and (b)
schematic view of the test pit with the test locations
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6.2.2. Soil Properties
The soil used for the tests was from a West Lafayette, Indiana location. The gradation of
the soil was determined by sieve and hydrometer analysis in accordance with ASTM
D422-63. Figure 6.3 shows the particle-size distribution of the soil.
The soil consisted mainly of silt-clay particles with a small percentage of sand.
The soil was classified as A-4 soil according to the American Association of State
Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) classification system and CL (Sandy
lean clay) according to Unified Soil Classification System (USCS) following AASHTO
M145-91 and ASTM D2487-06, respectively. Table 6.2 summarizes the grain-size
distribution and classification of the soil used in the tests.
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Figure 6.3 Particle-size distributions of the soil tested.
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Table 6.2 The particle-size distribution analysis and classification of the soil sample
Classification system

Soil

%
passing
No. 10

%
passing
No. 40

%
passing
No.200

Cu

Cc

Purdue
Clay

0

72.3

52.1

54

0.86

AASHTO

USCS

A-4

CL

The compaction test was performed in accordance with ASTM D698-00,
Standard Test Methods for Laboratory Compaction Characteristics of Soils Using
Standard Effort. Figure 6.4 shows the moisture-density relationship of the Purdue soil
sample. The Zero-Air-Void Curve (ZAVC) that indicates the maximum possible dry unit
weight is also shown in Figure 6.4.
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Figure 6.4 Compaction curve for the soil
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The soil that passed through the No. 40 (0.425mm) sieve was tested for Atterberg
limits, in accordance with ASTM D4318-05. Table 6.3 summarizes the results of the
compaction test and the Atterberg limits test.

Table 6.3 Summary of compaction test and Atterberg limit tests

γdmax
Soil
3

Purdue
Clay

(kN/m )

(pcf)

18.7

119.2

wcopt (%)

PL (%)

LL (%)

PI (%)

12.1

12.6

22.3

9.7

In order to estimate the shear strength, a few unconfined compression tests were
performed on the soil sample in accordance with ASTM D2166-06. The test specimens
were compacted in three equal layers in Harvard Miniature Compaction Apparatus,
which consists of a mold 3.3cm (1.4 in.) in diameter and 7.2cm (2.8 in.) in height. For the
purpose of varying the relative compaction of the test specimens, they were compacted at
three different compaction energy levels by changing the number of blows of the spring
hammer, 10, 20, and 30 blows per layer. Figure 6.5 shows the axial strain vs. axial stress
curves obtained from the unconfined compression tests performed on the soil sample at
different relative compactions. The UC strength increased as the relative compaction
increased.
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Figure 6.5 Unconfined compression test results on the soil for different relative
compaction

6.2.3. Test Results
Table 6.4 provides the dry unit weight and the water content at five different relative
compaction levels along with the DCPT and CHT results. As shown in Table 6.4,
different relative compaction values could be achieved by varying the compaction effort.
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Table 6.4 Summary of the sand cone, DCPT, and CHT results
Test

Case 1

Case 2

Case 3

Case 4

Case 5

Relative Compaction
(RC)

81.6%

86.5%

89.6%

91.3%

95.0%

(kN/m3)

15.3

16.2

16.8

17.1

17.8

(pcf)

97.4

103.1

106.9

108.8

113.2

wc (%)

13.3

13.7

12.4

13.8

11.5

CIV (Avg., 98m/s2)

4.6

7.8

9.5

9.8

10.6

1.3

3.0

6.4

6.9

7.7

1.7

3.7

6.8

9.6

9.1

γd

NDCP
(Avg.)

Penetrating
0-to-6 inches
Penetrating
6-to-12 inches

Table 6.4 also summarizes the DCPT and CHT results for the tests performed in a
pit. Both the DCPT and the CHT results, on average, indicate trends of increasing NDCP
and CIV with increasing relative compaction.
Figure 6.6 provides the distributions of all DCPT results conducted in the test pit
for 0-to-6 inch (NDCP│0~6”) and 6-to-12 inch (NDCP│6~12”) penetration. The test results
show that NDCP│0~6” varied between 1 and 10 and that NDCP│6~12” varied between 1 and 14
depending on the relative compaction. A significant increase in NDCP occurs RC > 90%,
which implies that the soil strength and bearing capacity drastically improve a RC
increases beyond 90%. Greater variability was observed for NDCP│6~12”.
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(b)
Figure 6.6 Histograms of DCPT pit results: (a) 0-to-6 inch penetration and (b) 6-to-12
inch penetration.
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The approach presented in section 4.4 for development of compaction quality
control criteria is used here in connection with the pit test results. The minimum required
blow count is associated with 80% exceedance for the data shown in Figure 6.7. In other
words, the approach assures that the minimum required blow count includes at least 80%
of the occurrences in the histogram of the test results associated with 95% RC.
As shown in Figure 6.7(a), at a RC of 95%, an NDCP│0~6” equal to 8 is greater or
equal to 80% of the test results. Similarly, the minimum required blow count that is
greater or equal to 80% of the test results for a RC 95% is 12 [see Figure 6.7(b)].
The proposed minimum required blow count is then checked for the data
corresponding to all values of RC, as shown in Figure 6.8. Figure 6.8(a) shows that all
other test results are less than the selected value for 0-to-6 inch penetration. Figure 6.8(b)
shows that all the test results except one are below the selected value for 6-to-12 inch
penetration.
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(b)
Figure 6.7 Histograms of DCPT pit results at 95% RC plotted together with the minimum
required blow count: (a) 0-to-6 inch penetration and (b) 6-to-12 inch penetration.
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Figure 6.8 Histograms of DCPT pit results plotted together with the minimum required
blow count: (a) 0-to-6 inch penetration and (b) 6-to-12 inch penetration.
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Figure 6.9 shows a plot of relative compaction versus the Clegg Impact Value
(CIV). Even though the test results, on average, indicate that the CIV increases with
increasing relative compaction, the CIV exhibits high variability at each relative
compaction value. The CHT results show that the CIV is, on average, 10.6 for an average
RC of 95%, but the range (9.0~13.3) was wide.
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Figure 6.9 The Clegg Hammer Test results in the test pit at five different relative
compactions
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6.3. Field Tests on A-3 Soils

Three sites were selected for performing the tests on A-3 soil. All of the soils at the sites
were cohesionless and contained less than 10 percent passing the #200 sieve. A-3 soils
consist of clean, poorly graded sand. In addition to the density and confinement, the
engineering behavior of A-3 soil is mainly influenced by the relative proportions of the
different particle sizes present and the shapes of the soil particles.
Figure 6.10 shows the particle-size distribution of the soils tested. The soils
mainly consisted of sand particles with minimal percentages of fines and gravels. Those
soils are all non-plastic and classified as A-3 soils per the AASHTO classification system
and SP (Poorly graded sand) per USCS following AASHTO M145-91 and ASTM
D2487-06, respectively. The compaction tests were performed in accordance with ASTM
D698-00, Standard Test Methods for Laboratory Compaction Characteristics of Soils
Using Standard Effort. Figure 6.11 shows the compaction curves of the soils.
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Figure 6.10 Particle-size distributions of A-3 soils.
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Figure 6.11 Compaction curves of the soil taken from (a) SR25 site.
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Figure 6.11 Compaction curves of the soil samples from: (a) SR25 site, (b) SR31 site, and
(c) I-70 site (Continued).
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Table 6.5 summarizes the grain-size distributions and classifications of the soil
taken from three sites. Each is discussed in detail next.

Table 6.5 Summary of grain-size distribution analyses and compaction tests

Site

%
passing
No. 10

%
passing
No. 40

%
passing
No.200

75.4

23.1

1.2

84.2

61.6

74.3

27.7

SR 25
at Carroll Co.
SR 31 at
Marshall Co.
I-70
at Indianapolis

Cu

γdmax

Cc

wcopt
(%)

(kN/m3)

(pcf)

5.06 1.02

18.5

117.9

12.1

0.8

2.92 0.84

17.1

108.5

12.8

1.0

6.01 0.86

18.4

117.1

12.1

6.3.1. Field Tests on SR25
An embankment was constructed using A-3 soil as fill material. Field DCP Tests were
performed on the embankment at the State Road 25 highway construction site located in
Carroll County, Indiana. Figure 6.12 shows the histogram of the DCPT results. The
relative compactions in Figure 6.12 were computed using a γdmax of 18.5 kN/m3 (117.9
pcf) taken from the laboratory Standard compaction test. The dry unit weight and the
water content were measured using the nuclear gauge tests. In each case, three nuclear
gauge tests were performed along with five DCP tests. The relative compaction and the
water content results in Figure 6.12 through Figure 6.14 are the average values from three
nuclear gauge tests.
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Based on the test results shown in Figures 6.12, the minimum required blow count,
(NDCP)req│0~12”, that was associated with 80% exceedance for the test results in the
histogram of the test results corresponding to 95.6% RC was 8. However, (NDCP)req│0~12”
was increased by 9 in order to have two test results associated with less than 95% RC
equal to the minimum required blow count, as shown in Figure 6.13.
Figure 6.14 shows that the NDCP│0~12” of 9 works well when considered in the
context of all results. The blow counts for RC of less than 95% are less than the minimum
required blow count except for a case with 93.3%, where an unusually low water content
led to an abnormally high blow count. The test results corresponding to RC more than
95% supported this explanation because several DCP test results associated with RC
more than 95% are below the (NDCP)req│0~12” of 9, as shown in Figure 6.14.
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Figure 6.12 Histogram of DCPT results (SR25): 0-to-12 inch penetration.
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Figure 6.13 Histogram of DCPT results at 95.6% RC plotted together with the minimum
required blow count (SR25): 0-to-12 inch penetration.
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Figure 6.14 Histogram of DCPT results plotted together with the minimum required blow
count (SR25): 0-to-12 inch penetration.
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6.3.2. Field Tests on SR31
An embankment approaching a bridge was constructed using A-3 soil as a fill material at
a highway construction site on State Road 31 in Marshall County, Indiana.
Figure 6.15 shows the histogram of the DCPT blow counts for the site. In the
figure, relative compactions were computed using a γdmax of 17.1 kN/m3 (108.5pcf)
obtained from the laboratory Standard compaction test (see Table 6.5). Also, the dry unit
weight and the water content were measured using the nuclear gauge test. In each case,
three nuclear gauge tests were performed along with five DCP tests. The RC and the
water content results in Figures 6.15 through 6.17 represent the arithmetic mean values
from three nuclear gauge tests.
Based on the test results shown in Figure 6.16, the minimum required blow count
(NDCP)req│0~12” was determined. At the site, since DCP test results associated with 95%
RC were not acquired, the DCP test results corresponding to 96.7% were used to
determine the minimum required blow count. Based on the test results shown in Figure
6.16, the (NDCP)req│0~12” that is greater or equal to 80% of the blow counts associated with
96.7% RC was 7. In Figure 6.17, a NDCP│0~12” of 7 was assessed based on the RC values
associated with test results exceeding the selected value.
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Figure 6.15 Histogram of DCPT results (SR31): 0-to-12 inch penetration.
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Figure 6.16 Histogram of DCPT results at 96.7% RC plotted together with the minimum
required blow count (SR31): 0-to-12 inch penetration.
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Figure 6.17 Histogram of DCPT results plotted together with the minimum required blow
count (SR31): 0-to-12 inch penetration.

6.3.3. Field Tests on I-70
An embankment was constructed using A-3 soil as fill material as part of an I-70
extension project in Indianapolis, Indiana, and the DCPTs and CHTs were performed
during the construction. For each case of relative compaction, four DCPs and CHTs were
conducted along with three nuclear gauge tests.
Figure 6.18 shows the histogram of the DCPT results taken for site. Again, the
RC values were computed using a γdmax of 18.6 kN/m3 (117.1 pcf) obtained from the
laboratory Standard compaction test (see Table 6.5). Also, the RC and the water content
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values in Figures 6.18 through 6.20 represent the arithmetic mean values from three
nuclear gauge tests.
Based on the same approach that we employed for the previous sites, the
minimum required blow count that was associated with 80% exceedance for the test
results in the histogram of the test results corresponding to 95.0% RC was 8. However,
(NDCP)req│0~12” was increased by 10 in order to have the test results associated with 93.2%
RC be less or equal to the minimum required blow count, as shown in Figure 6.20. In
Figure 6.20, a NDCP│0~12” of 10 is shown to work well for cases with RC < 95% had lower
blow counts and cases with RC > 95% had higher blow counts.
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Figure 6.18 Histogram of DCPT results (I-70): 0-to-12 inch penetration.
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Figure 6.19 Histogram of DCPT results at 95.0% RC plotted together with the minimum
required blow count (I-70): 0-to-12 inch penetration.
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Figure 6.20 Histogram of DCPT results plotted together with the minimum required blow
count (I-70): 0-to-12 inch penetration.
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Figure 6.21 shows RC versus CIV for the I-70 site. The CIV vs. RC relationship
is highly variable. The CHT results showed that the CIV associated with a RC of 95%
was on an average 5.6, with a 4.8~6.6 range.
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Figure 6.21 CIV versus relative compaction (I-70).
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6.3.4. Summary of Test Results on A-3 Soils
Table 6.6 summarizes the DCP test results with the coefficient of uniformity (Cu) and the
compaction properties. Table 6.6 also contains the DCP test results performed in the
chamber at Purdue University. In the case of A-3 soils, the minimum required blow count,
(NDCP)req│0~12”, corresponding to a RC of 95% varies from 7 to 10.

Table 6.6 Summary of the DCP results with the coefficient of uniformity (Cu) and
compaction properties on A-3 soil
Test site

SR25

SR31

I-70

DCPT in the
Chamber

AASHTO classification

A-3

A-3

A-3

A-3

Coefficient of
uniformity (Cu)

5.06

2.92

6.01

1.67

(kN/m3)

18.5

17.1

18.4

17.7†

(pcf)

117.9

108.5

117.1

112.3†

wcopt (%)

12.1

12.8

12.1

-

(NDCP)req│0~12”

9

7

10

4*

γdmax

† Maximum dry unit weight were obtained using a vibratory table (ASTM D4253-00)
* The minimum required blow counts are taken from the test results associated with a RC
of 98.1%
The (NDCP)req│0~12” is higher for the SR25 and I-70 sites than for the SR31 site.
Two factors can explain this outcome. First, the Coefficient of uniformities (Cu) of the
soils at the SR25 and I-70 sites were both higher than that of the soil at the SR31 site (see
Table 6.6). So a higher Cu results in a higher minimum required blow count within a
small range. Second, the soils at the SR25 and I-70 sites involved higher percentages
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retained on the #10 sieve (2 mm) than the SR31 site. This higher percentage of large size
particles may increase or sometimes distort the DCP test results. Note that, if the soil
contains a significant amount of gravel-size particles (more than 2mm in equivalent grain
size per the AASHTO classification), the DCPT should be avoided as a tool for soil
compaction quality control.
In summary, we propose the (NDCP)req│0~12” for A-3 soils that is a function of the
coefficient of uniformity as shown in Figure 6.22. The same figure shows the values
proposed by White et al. (1999). Based on numerous DCP tests on A-3 soil, White et al.
(1999) proposed that the DCP index would have to be less than or equal to 35mm/blow,
which is equivalent to NDCP│0~12” ≥ 8.7. This blow count was deemed required to achieve
DR ≥ 80% in 90% of the tests (Larsen et al. 2007). According to Lee and Singh (1971), a
DR of 80% is associated with a RC of 96%, while a RC of 95% corresponds to a DR of
75%. However, White et al. (1999) did not account for the difference in DCP test results
based on changes in the coefficient of uniformity.
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Figure 6.22 The coefficient of uniformity versus the (NDCP)req|0~12” for A-3 soils.

With respect to the CHT results, the CIV versus RC relationship was found to be
highly variable. The CHT results showed that the CIV associated with a RC of 95% was,
on average, 5.6 with a 4.8~6.6 range at the I-70 site.
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6.4. Field Tests on A-1 and A-2 Soils

Five different soils at three construction sites were selected for field testing on “granular”
soils. The majority of the soils presented in this section are A-2 soils, which consist of
“granular” soils with small percentages of fine particles, less than 35% passing the # 200
sieve per the AASHTO classification.
Figure 6.23 shows the particle-size distribution of the soils. The soils shown in the
figure are classified as either A-1 or A-2 soil as per the AASHTO classification. Figure
6.24 provides the compaction curves of five soil samples taken from the sites.
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Figure 6.23 Particle-size distributions of “granular” soils.
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Figure 6.24 Compaction curves for the soil samples from: (a) SR31 (I) and (b) SR31 (II).
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Figure 6.24 Compaction curves for the soil samples from: (c) SR31 (III) and (d) SR31
(Plymouth) (Continued).
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Figure 6.24 Compaction curves for the soil samples from: (a) SR31 (I) and (b) SR31 (II)
(c) SR31 (III) and (d) SR31 (Plymouth) (e) Honda access road site (Continued).
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Table 6.7 summarizes the compaction and the Atterberg limit test results with
AASHTO classification of the soils tested in this section.

Table 6.7 Summary of grain-size distribution analyses and compaction tests

γdmax

Plasticity
Site
SR31 (I) at
Marshall Co.
SR31 (II) at
Marshall Co.
SR31 (III) at
Marshall Co.
SR31 at
Plymouth
Access road to
Honda plant

wcopt
(%)

AASHTO
classification

PL

LL

PI

(kN/m3)

(pcf)

15.0

17.1

2.1

19.1

121.3

10.2

A-1-b

13.4

21.7

8.3

19.2

122.4

10.5

A-2-4

15.5

17.1

1.6

19.0

120.6

12.0

A-2-4

18.3

29.1

10.8

19.1

121.3

11.9

A-2-6

16.4

21.2

4.8

18.9

120.2

10.7

A-2-4

6.4.1. Field Tests on SR31 (I)
An embankment was constructed using A-1-b soil as fill material. The site is a part of the
extension project of State Road 31 in Marshall County, Indiana.
Figure 6.25 shows the histogram of the DCPT blow counts for the site. In the
figure, the RC was computed using a γdmax of 19.1 kN/m3 (121.3 pcf) obtained from the
laboratory Standard compaction test (see Table 6.7). Also, the dry unit weight and the
water content were measured using the nuclear gauge test. In each case, three nuclear
gauge tests were performed along with five DCP tests. The RC and the water content
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values in Figures 6.25 through 6.27 represent the arithmetic mean values from three
nuclear gauge tests.
The same approach that we employed earlier was adopted in order to develop the
criteria for compaction quality control for the soil. Based on the test results shown in
Figure 6.26, the minimum required blow count that was associated with 80% exceedance
for the test results in the histogram of the test results corresponding to 95.1% RC was 18.
In Figure 6.27, a NDCP│0~12” of 18 is greater than all the DCP test results associated with a
RC of less than 95% and even some test results corresponding to a RC of more than 95%.
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Figure 6.25 Histogram of DCPT results [SR31 (I)]: 0-to-12 inch penetration.
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Figure 6.26 Histogram of DCPT results at 95.1% RC plotted together with the minimum
required blow count [SR31 (I)]: 0-to-12 inch penetration.
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Figure 6.27 Histogram of DCPT results plotted together with the minimum required blow
count [SR31 (I)]: 0-to-12 inch penetration.
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6.4.2. Field Tests on SR31 (II)
This site is at the same location described in the previous section. However, the soil on
which the tests were performed was slightly different from those we collected from SR31
(I). This section summarizes the test results for this soil, which is an A-2-4 soil as per the
AASHTO classification.
Figure 6.28 shows the histogram of the DCPT blow counts for the site. In the
figure, the RC was computed using a γdmax of 19.2 kN/m3 (122.4 pcf) obtained from the
laboratory Standard compaction test (see Table 6.7). The dry unit weight and the water
content were measured using the nuclear gauge test. In each case, three nuclear gauge
tests were performed in combination with five DCP tests. The RC and the water content
values in Figures 6.28 through 6.30 represent the arithmetic mean values from three
nuclear gauge tests.
Based on the test results shown in Figure 6.28, the minimum required blow count
that was associated with 80% exceedance for the test results in the histogram of the test
results corresponding to 94.7% RC was 15 (see Figure 6.29).
Figure 6.29 shows that the (NDCP)req│0~12” of 15 is greater or equal to 80% of the
test results associated with a 94.7% RC. The (NDCP)req│0~12” of 15 is also greater or equal
to 80% of test results associated with a 96.3% RC, as shown in Figure 6.30. We also
observe that the minimum required blow count exceeds a majority of the DCP test results
regardless of the RC. This may be due to the fact that the soil associated with 94.7% and
96.3% RC values was compacted more to the dry of the optimum moisture content than
the test results corresponding to the other RC values.
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Figure 6.28 Histogram of DCPT results [SR31 (II)]: 0-to-12 inch penetration.
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Figure 6.29 Histogram of DCPT results at 94.7% RC plotted together with the minimum
required blow count [SR31 (II)]: 0-to-12 inch penetration.
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Figure 6.30 Histogram of DCPT results plotted together with the minimum required blow
count [SR31 (II)]: 0-to-12 inch penetration.

6.4.3. Field Tests on SR31 (III)
This site is at the same location as the two previous sections. The soil is classified as A-24 according to AASHTO.
Figure 6.31 shows the histogram of the DCPT blow counts for the site. In the
figure, relative compactions were computed using a γdmax of 19.0 kN/m3 (120.6pcf)
obtained from the laboratory Standard compaction test (see Table 6.7). The dry unit
weight and the water content were measured using the nuclear gauge tests. In each case,
three nuclear gauge tests were performed along with five DCP tests. The RC and water
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content values in Figures 6.31 through 6.33 represent the arithmetic mean values from
three nuclear gauge tests.
Based on the test results shown in Figure 6.32, the minimum required blow count
that was associated with at least 80% exceedance for the test results in the histogram of
the test results corresponding to 94.8% RC was 14. Note that in order to determine the
minimum required blow count for this site, test results corresponding to 94.8% RC tested
at wc=8.2% were used because other test results associated with 94.8% RC tested at
wc=6.6% were too dry considering the optimum moisture content of this soil, 12.0%. The

DCP blow count increases as the water content decreases due to the effect of a decreasing
degree of saturation and increased suction. The DCP blow counts tested at 97.5% RC
showed the effect of water content because the test results corresponding to 97.5% RC
are lower than all test results corresponding to 94.8% RC tested at wc=6.6% and some
test results corresponding to 94.0% RC tested at wc=6.3%.
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Figure 6.31 Histogram of DCPT results [SR 31 (III)]: 0-to-12 inch penetration.
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Figure 6.32 Histogram of DCPT results at 94.8% RC plotted together with the minimum
required blow count [SR31 (III)]: 0-to-12 inch penetration.
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Figure 6.33 Histogram of DCPT results plotted together with the minimum required blow
count [SR31 (III)]: 0-to-12 inch penetration

6.4.4. Field Tests on SR31 (Plymouth)
A subgrade embankment was constructed using A-2-6 soil as fill material as part of the
extension project of State Road 31 in Plymouth, Indiana.
Figure 6.34 shows the histogram of the DCPT blow counts for the site. In the
figure, RC was computed using a γdmax of 19.1 kN/m3 (121.3 pcf) obtained from the
laboratory Standard compaction test (see Table 6.7). Also, the dry unit weight and the
water content were measured using nuclear gauge tests. In each case, three nuclear gauge
tests were performed along with ten DCP tests. The RC and the water content in Figures
6.34 through 6.36 represent the arithmetic mean values from three nuclear gauge tests.
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Based on the test results, the minimum required blow count that was associated
with 80% exceedance for the test results in the histogram of the test results corresponding
to 95.0% RC was 13 (see Figure 6.35). In Figure 6.36, a minimum required blow count of
13 exceeds the blow counts of all DCP tests associated with RC less than 95%, except
one case, and even some test results corresponding to RC greater than 95%.
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Figure 6.34 Histogram of DCPT results [SR 31 (Plymouth)]: 0-to-12 inch penetration.
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Figure 6.35 Histogram of DCPT results at 95.0% RC plotted together with the minimum
required blow count [SR 31 (Plymouth)]: 0-to-12 inch penetration.
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Figure 6.36 Histogram of DCPT results plotted together with the minimum required blow
count [SR 31 (Plymouth)]: 0-to-12 inch penetration.
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6.4.5. Field Tests on Access Road to Honda Plant
A subgrade embankment was constructed using A-2-6 soil as fill material. The site was a
road extension project for access to the Honda Plant located in Greensburg, Indiana.
DCPT, CHT, and nuclear gauge tests were conducted after every two roller pass
at this site. Thus, several different RC values, from a very low RC up to more than 100%
RC, were attained throughout the testing on the site. Figure 6.37 shows histogram of
DCPT results taken from the site. The (NDCP)req│0~12” that was associated with at least
80% exceedance for the test results in the histogram of the test results corresponding to
95.6% RC was 15 (see Figure 6.38). In the same way, a (NDCP)req│0~12” of 15 was assessed
with the entire test results (see Figure 6.39).
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Figure 6.37 Histogram of DCPT results (access road to Honda plant): 0-to-12 inch
penetration.
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Figure 6.38 Histogram of DCPT results at 95.3% RC plotted together with the minimum
required blow count (access road to Honda plant): 0-to-12 inch penetration
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Figure 6.39 Histogram of DCPT results plotted together with the minimum required blow
count (access road to Honda plant): 0-to-12 inch penetration.
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Figure 6.40 shows the CIV versus RC for the access road to Honda site. The trend
observed for the CHT results in the test pit (i.e., the higher the RC, the greater the CIV)
was not observed. The average of the test results also decreased as the RC increased. The
test results shown in Figure 6.40 can be explained by the water content of the soil tested
at each relative compaction. Figure 6.41 illustrates the water content versus the CHT test
results.
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Figure 6.40 CIV versus relative compaction (access road to Honda plant).
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Figure 6.41 The CHT results vs. water contents (access road to Honda plant).

The dynamic resistance of soil increases as the water content decreases due to the
effect of a decreasing degree of saturation and increased suction. Regardless of the effect
of water content on, more precisely, degree of saturation, the CIV versus relative
compaction was again highly variable.
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6.4.6. Summary of Test Results on A-1 and A-2 Soils
In the case of “granular” soils (A-1 and A-2 soils except containing the gravels), the
minimum required blow count for 0-to-12 inch penetration, (NDCP)req│0~12”, is summarized
in Table 6.8 together with the compaction properties.

Table 6.8 Summary of the DCP results together with compaction properties of “granular”
soils

Test site

SR31 (I)

SR31 (II)

SR31 (III)

SR31
(Plymouth)

Honda

AASHTO
classification

A-1-b

A-2-4

A-2-4

A-2-6

A-2-4

(kN/m3)

19.1

19.2

19.0

19.1

18.9

(pcf)

121.3

122.4

120.6

121.3

120.2

wcopt (%)

10.2

10.5

12.0

11.9

10.7

(NDCP)req│0~12”

18

15

14

13

15

γdmax

The composition of the “granular” soils in Table 6.8 consists of an A-3 soil with a
small percentage of fine particles (10 to 35 percent passing the #200 sieve). The
(NDCP)req│0~12” for this type of soil is influenced by the amount of fine particles that are
present in the soil. Also, the plasticity index of fine particles contained in the soil is also
one of the factors to control DCP blow counts. It is interesting to note that, as indicated in
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Section 2.4.4, the optimum moisture content correlates both with the amount of fine
particles and with the plasticity index of soil. Based on this concept, we propose the
NDCP│0~12” as a function of the optimum moisture contents shown in Figure 6.42.
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Figure 6.42 The optimum moisture content vs. the (NDCP)req│0~12” for “granular” soils.
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6.5. Field Tests on Silty Clay (A-4 to A-7 soil)

Three sites were selected to perform the tests on silty clay. This type of soil contains a
high percentage of soil by weight more than 35% passing the #200 sieve.
Figure 6.43 shows the particle-size distribution of the soils tested for this study.
Two soil samples taken from SR64 and SR66 sites are classified as A-4 soil and one soil
sample taken from SR24 site is classified as A-7-6 as per AASHTO. Figure 6.44 provides
the compaction curves of three soil samples taken from the sites.
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Figure 6.43 Particle size distributions of silty clay soils.
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Figure 6.44 Compaction curves of the soil samples from SR66, SR64, and SR24 sites.

Table 6.9 summarizes the grain-size distributions and classifications of the soil
taken from these sites.

Table 6.9 Summary of the plasticity and compaction properties of the soil samples

Site

%
passing
No.200
sieve

γdmax

Plasticity
PL

LL

PI

(kN/m3)

(pcf)

wcopt
(%)

AASHTO
classification

SR64

72.0

18.1 20.4

2.3

19.0

120.9

11.7

A-4

SR66

86.2

22.6 26.1

3.5

17.3

110.1

17.7

A-4

SR24

83.8

21.2

22.3

16.6

105.3

18.4

A-7-6

43.5
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6.5.1. Field Tests on SR64
A subgrade embankment was constructed using A-4 soil as fill material. The site is
located at a construction site on State Road 64 in Gibson County, Indiana.
Figure 6.45 shows the histogram of DCPT blow counts for the site. The RC was
computed using a γdmax of 19.0 kN/m3 (120.9 pcf) obtained from the laboratory Standard
compaction test (see Table 6.9). Also, the dry unit weight and the water content were
measured using the sand cone tests. In each case, one sand cone test was performed along
with four DCP tests. In addition, the test results obtained from a test pad built by INDOT
(RC=92.2%) are also plotted in the figure.
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(b)
Figure 6.45 Histograms of DCPT results (SR64): (a) 0-to-6 inch penetration and (b) 6-to12 inch penetration.
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Based on the same approach we adopted for other types of soil, we take the
minimum required blow count, (NDCP)req│0~6” being greater than at least 80% of the
occurrences in the histograms of blow counts associated with 96.0% RC was 16 [see
Figure 6.46 (a)]. Similarly, the minimum required blow count, (NDCP)req│6~12” is equal to
26 [see Figure 6.46 (b)]. Comparison of the (NDCP)req│0~6” and (NDCP)req│6~12”” with all test
results is as shown in Figure 6.47. On this site, one out of 20 DCP test results associated
with 92.2% RC exceeded the (NDCP)req│0~6”. For 6-to-12 inch penetration, all DCP test
results associated with less than 95% RC were included by .(NDCP)req│6~12”.
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(b)
Figure 6.46 Histograms of DCPT results at 96.0% RC plotted together with the minimum
required blow count (SR64): (a) 0-to-6 inch penetration and (b) 6-to-12 inch penetration.
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(b)
Figure 6.47 Histograms of the DCPT results plotted together with the minimum required
blow count (SR64): (a) 0-to-6 inch penetration and (b) 6-to-12 inch penetration.
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6.5.2. Field Tests on SR66
A subgrade embankment was constructed using A-4 soil as fill material. The site is at the
construction of State Road 66 located in Warrick County, Indiana.
Figure 6.48 shows the histogram of the DCPT blow counts for the site. In the
figure, the RC was computed using a γdmax of 17.3 kN/m3 (110.1 pcf) obtained from the
laboratory Standard compaction test (see Table 6.9). The dry unit weight and the water
content were measured using the sand cone tests. In each case, one sand cone test was
performed along with four DCP tests. In addition, the test results obtained from the test
pad by INDOT (RC=92.0%) are also plotted in the figure.
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Figure 6.48 Histograms of DCPT results (SR66): (a) 0-to-6 inch penetration and (b) 6-to12 inch penetration.
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Based on the same approach we adopted to develop the DCP subgrade assessment
criteria for other types of soil, the minimum required NDCP│0~6” that is greater or equal to
at least 80% of occurrences in the histogram of test results associated with a 95.6% RC
was 12. Similarly, the minimum required NDCP│6~12” was equal to 14. However, those
blow counts do not exceed 90% of test measurements corresponding to less than the
required RC. Thus, the minimum required NDCP│0~6” of 15 and NDCP│6~12” of 20 were
reselected to satisfy the requirement (see Figure 6.49). Figure 6.50 shows the minimum
required blow counts for 0-to-6 inch penetration, (NDCP)req│0~6”, and for 6-to-12 inch
penetration, (NDCP)req│6~12”, plotted with all the test results. As shown in the Figure
6.50(a), one out of 20 DCP test results associated with 92.0% RC exceeded the
(NDCP)req│0~6”. In the case of the (NDCP)req│6~12”, no DCP test results associated with less
than required RC exceeded the minimum required blow count.
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Figure 6.49 Histograms of DCPT results at 95.6% RC plotted together with the minimum
required blow count (SR66): (a) 0-to-6 inch penetration, and (b) 6-to-12 inch penetration.
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Figure 6.50 Histograms of DCPT results plotted together with the minimum required
blow count (SR66): (a) 0-to-6 inch penetration and (b) 6-to-12 inch penetration.
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6.5.3. Field Tests on SR24
A subgrade embankment was constructed using A-7-6 soil as fill material. The site is at
the construction of State Road 24 located in Fort Wayne, Indiana.
Figure 6.51 shows the histogram of the DCPT blow counts for the site. In the
figure, the RC was computed using a γdmax of 16.6 kN/m3 (105.3 pcf) obtained from the
laboratory Standard compaction test (see Table 6.9). The laboratory Standard compaction
test and the sieve analysis results were provided by INDOT. The dry unit weight and the
water content were measured using a nuclear gauge test. In each case, one nuclear gauge
test was performed along with seven DCP tests.
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(b)
Figure 6.51 Histograms of DCPT results (SR24): (a) 0-to-6 inch penetration and (b) 6-to12 inch penetration.
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Based on the same approach we adopted to develop the DCP subgrade assessment
criteria for other types of soil, the minimum required NDCP│0~6” that is greater or equal to
at least 80% of occurrences in the histogram of test results associated with a 95.7% RC
was 4 [see Figure 6.52 (a)]. Similarly, the minimum required NDCP│6~12” was equal to 5
[see Figure 6.52 (b)]. Figure 6.53 shows the minimum required blow counts for 0-to-6
inch penetration, (NDCP)req│0~6”, and for 6-to-12 inch penetration, (NDCP)req│6~12”, plotted
with all the test results.
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(b)
Figure 6.52 Histograms of DCPT results at 95.6% RC plotted together with the minimum
required blow count (SR24): (a) 0-to-6 inch penetration, and (b) 6-to-12 inch penetration.
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Figure 6.53 Histograms of DCPT results plotted together with the minimum required
blow count (SR24): (a) 0-to-6 inch penetration and (b) 6-to-12 inch penetration.
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6.5.4. Summary of Test Results on Silty Clay
In order to develop for compaction quality control criteria DCPT-based for silty clayey
soil, the test results in the test pit are combined with the test results for the SR64, SR66
and SR24 sites. In the case of silty clayey soils, the minimum required blow counts for 0to-6 inch penetration, (NDCP)req│0~6”, and for 6-to-12 inch penetration, (NDCP)req│6~12”, are
given in Table 6.10 along with the Atterberg limits and percent passing the #40 and the
#200 sieve.

Table 6.10 Summary of the DCP results with the plasticity and percent passing the #200
sieve on silty clay soils
Test site

SR64

SR66

SR24

Purdue test
pit

AASHTO
classification
Percent passing the
#40 sieve
Percent passing the
#200 sieve

A-4

A-4

A-7-6

A-4

97.4

96.8

93.4

72.3

72.0

86.2

83.8

52.1

PL (%)

18.1

22.6

21.2

12.6

LL (%)

20.4

26.1

43.5

22.3

PI (%)

2.3

3.5

22.3

9.7

(NDCP)req|0~6”

16

15

4

8

(NDCP)req|6~12”

26

20

5

12

According to the AASHTO classification, a silty clayey soil contains a significant
amount of fine particles (from 35% to 100%). The dynamic resistance is influenced by
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the amount of fine particles in addition to the plasticity index which is an indicator of the
characteristics of the fine particles. Thus, the minimum required blow count correlates
with the plasticity index and the amount of fine particles. Since the Atterberg limit tests
are performed using the soil passing the #40 sieve, according to ASTM D4318-05, we
propose the minimum required blow count for silty clayey soils as a function of the
plastic index (PI) and percent passing the #40 sieve. The relationship appears in Figure
6.51.
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Figure 6.54 The (PI)(%passing the #40 sieve) versus the (NDCP)req│0~6” and (NDCP)req│6~12”
for silty clayey soil.
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6.6. Summary

A comprehensive experimental program was undertaken to assess the DCPT and the
CHT as tools for soil compaction quality control. The main objective of the experimental
program was to investigate the DCPT and CHT test results for various soil types on road
sites and also in a test pit at Purdue University. The DCP test results are summarized in
Table 6.11. Note that the minimum required blow counts should be rounded up to the
nearest integer.

Table 6.11 Relationship between NDCP, Cu, wcopt, PI, and percent the #40 passing sieve

Type of soil

Parameters
in
correlation

Relationship

A-3 soils

NDCP│0~12”

Cu

NDCP│0~12” = 4.0 ln(Cu) +2.6
(see Figure 6.22, R2=0.99)

“Granular”
soils

NDCP│0~12”

wcopt

NDCP│0~12” = 59exp(-0.12wcopt)
(see Figure 6.42, R2=0.73)

NDCP│0~6”

PI, %
passing the
#40 sieve

NDCP│0~6” = 17exp[-0.07(PI)(%passing
#40)/100]
(see Figure 6.51, R2=0.93)

NDCP│6~12”

PI, %
passing the
#40 sieve

NDCP│6~12” = 27exp[-0.08(PI)(%passing
#40)/100]
(see Figure 6.51, R2=0.95)

Silty,
clayey soils

In order to facilitate the use of DCP criteria as a quality tool in INDOT sites, we
also introduce the tables based on the relationships that were presented in Table 6.11.
First, for A-3 soils, we propose the (NDCP)req│0~12” for A-3 soils that is a function of the
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coefficient of uniformity. Table 6.12 presents (NDCP)req│0~12” for typical coefficient of
uniformity values.

Table 6.12 Relationship between (NDCP)req│0~12” and coefficient of uniformity (Cu)
Coefficient of uniformity (Cu)

NDCP│0~12”

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

6
7
9
10
10
11
11

Second, we propose the NDCP│0~12” as a function of the optimum moisture
contents. Table 6.13 presents (NDCP)req│0~12” for typical optimum moisture content values.

Table 6.13 Relationship between (NDCP)req│0~12” and optimum moisture content (wcopt)
optimum moisture content (wcopt)

NDCP│0~12”

10
11
12
13
14

18
16
14
13
11

Lastly, we propose the minimum required blow count for silty clayey soils as a
function of the plastic index (PI) and percent passing the #40 sieve. Table 6.14 presents
(NDCP)req│0~12” for typical PI and percent passing the #40 sieve values.
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Table 6.14 Relationship between NDCP, Cu, wcopt, PI, and percent the #40 passing sieve
PI (%)
3

6

9

12

15

18

21

24

#40 passing sieve (%)
70
80
90
100
70
80
90
100
70
80
90
100
70
80
90
100
70
80
90
100
70
80
90
100
70
80
90
100
70
80
90
100

NDCP│0~6”
15
15
15
14
13
13
12
12
11
11
10
10
10
9
8
8
9
8
7
6
8
7
6
5
7
6
5
4
6
5
4
4

NDCP│6~12”
23
23
22
22
20
19
18
17
17
16
15
14
14
13
12
11
12
11
10
9
10
9
8
7
9
8
6
6
8
6
5
4
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The DCPT appears to hold some promise as an economical tool for soil
compaction quality control. Minimum required blow counts for RC ≥ 95% with high
probability were determined, but these results are preliminary and further research is
advised. With respect to the CHT, considerable variability was observed. The research
team and the study advisory committee decided to not explore the CHT further at this
time.
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CHAPTER 7. DYNAMIC CONE PENETRATION TESTS AND CLEGG HAMMER
TESTS PERFORMED IN A TEST CHAMBER

7.1. Introduction

This chapter describes dynamic cone penetration tests, Clegg hammer tests, and static
load tests performed in a large-scale chamber. The chamber is located in the Bowen
Laboratory for Large-Scale Civil Engineering Research at Purdue University. The details
of the test chamber and pluviation procedure were presented by Lee (2008). The purpose
of the tests was to obtain dynamic test results as well as static test results under fully
controlled conditions in a large-scale test chamber, in order to avoid the uncertainties that
are inevitable in the field.
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7.2. Test Equipment

7.2.1. Test Chamber and Pluviation Procedure
The soil chamber used in this study is a cylindrical steel tank that was designed and
manufactured at Purdue University. The details of the test chamber and pluviation
procedure were presented by Lee (2008). The chamber was has an internal diameter of
200cm and a height of 160cm (see Figure 7.1). The chamber has two supports for setting
up a reaction H-beam (width=17cm, height= 21cm, flange thickness=11.8cm, and web
thickness=6.4cm). The H-beam is attached to the supports using nuts and bolts after
installing either the DCP bar or the set of plates for the static load tests.
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Figure 7.1 Photograph of the soil chamber (modified after Lee 2008).

A sand pluviator was used to prepare sand samples in the chamber with the
desired density. The sand pluviator enabled control of the relative density of the sand
deposited in the chamber. The pluviator also facilitated the pouring of sand into the
chamber. In order to facilitate the removal of the sand pluviated in the chamber after the
tests, the chamber contains two drain holes on the side (see Figure 7.1).
Figure 7.2 shows a schematic view of the sand pluviator used in this research. The
diameter of the sand pluviator is 190.5 cm. The pluviator consists of a shallow steel
cylinder of height 15.2 cm. The bottom of the cylinder has two layers: one layer is a
perforated circular steel plate and the other layer is a perforated acrylic plate of the same
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size as the steel plate. When the holes of the plates are not aligned, then they work as a
shutter plate. These plates are positioned to produce an identical hole pattern for
pluviation to begin.
The relative density of the sand deposited in the chamber using the sand pluviator
is controlled by the dropping velocity of the sand particles. The relative density of the
sand deposited in the chamber is controlled by two factors: (1) the opening size of the
sieves at the bottom of the pluviator (see Figure 7.2), and (2) the sand drop height. The
two sieves located below the shutter plate have different opening sizes [No. 6 (3.35 mm)
and No. 16 (1.18 mm)].
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Figure 7.2 Schematic view of the sand pluviator (modified after Lee 2008).

The pluviator falling height was controlled by a gantry crane of a 1,000 kg
capacity. The gantry crane moved the pluviator freely so that it could be located above
the chamber during sand deposition and away from it during testing.

7.2.2. Engineering Properties of Test Sand
According to the Unified Soil Classification System (USCS), the test sand was classified
as poorly graded sand. The test sand, referred to as F-55 sand, was obtained from the U.S.
Silica company in large quantities with consistent properties. It has engineering
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properties similar to those of ASTM standard Ottawa sand (designated as ASTM C77806). Table 7.1 summarizes the engineering properties of F-55 sand.

Table 7.1 Engineering properties of F-55 sand (data from Lee 2008)
Engineering property

Value

Specific Gravity (Gs)

2.65

Effective particle size (D10)

0.15mm

Mean particle size (D50)

0.23mm

Coefficient of Uniformity (Cu)

1.67

Coefficient of Curvature (Cc)

1.07

Percentage passing No.200 sieve (%)

0

Max. dry unit weight (γdmax)

17.66 kN/m3

Min. dry unit weight (γdmin)

14.62 kN/m3

Min. void ratio (emin)

0.78

Max. void ratio (emax)

0.47

Critical-state friction angle (φc)

32.8°

Grain shape description

Rounded to subrounded
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Figure 7.3 Grain size distribution of F-55 sand and Ottawa sand (modified after Lee
2008).

Figure 7.4 shows a micrograph of the F-55 sand grains obtained using the
Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM). The micrograph shows that the shape of the sand
particles are rounded to subrounded. The dominant mineral of the sand is silica (SiO2),
which is the main mineral of quartz.
According to Lee (2008), the critical-state friction angle of F-55 sand was
obtained from the results of triaxial tests performed under confining pressures ranging
from 50 kPa to 200 kPa. Since axial strains greater than 26% were not reached in these
tests due to the limitations of the test apparatus, the extrapolation technique suggested by
Murthy et al. (2007) was used for determining the critical-state friction angle. The
critical-state friction angle was determined to be 32.8°.
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Figure 7.4 A SEM micrograph of F-55 sand grains.

With respect to the scale effects in the chamber, two factors were considered.
First, the ratio of the diameter of the DCP to that of the sand particles sizes. If the size of
the soil particles becomes too large compared with the DCP diameter, the particulate
nature of soil (i.e., the geometry of the particles and their arrangement) will have too
great an influence on the test results. Related to this factor, Ovesen (1975) demonstrated
that, in centrifuge testing, the particle size effects become significant for pile
circumference to mean particle size (D50) ratios less than 40 for foundations on quartz
sand. Bolton et al. (1999) indicated that the soil particle size does affect cone
penetrometer measurements for the ratios of the width (B) of the cone to D50 below about
20. In this research, B/D50 was approximately 87 (tip) and 70 (bar), which were greater
than the suggested values in the literature. Certainly, the CHT satisfies this requirement
because the diameter of the Clegg Hammer is larger than that of the DCP.
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Second, the ratio DL of chamber diameter to the diameter of the Clegg Hammer
and the DCP is another important factor. The tests on soil chambers cannot perfectly
simulate full-scale field tests due to the boundary effects of the chamber. Salgado et al.
(1998) indicated that initial values of relative density and stress state mainly control the
ratio DL at which the size effect is no longer important. In the case of cone, as in the case
of the DCP, Parkin et al. (1980) suggested that a chamber-to-penetrometer diameter ratio
of at least 50 is desirable for dense sand and 20 for loose sand. Been et al. (1986)
proposed that the ratio must be greater than 50 for dense sand to minimize the effect of
the chamber size on the test results. Similarly, Schnaid and Houlsby (1991) suggested,
based on numerical and experimental studies, that the chamber-to-probe diameter ratio
should be at least 50 in dense sand to eliminate chamber size effects. However, based on
the penetration-resistance analysis, Salgado et al. (1998) showed that, in order to
minimize chamber size effects on cone resistance, the ratio DL should be larger than 150.
In this study, the chamber-to-DCP diameter ratio was about 50.
For the plate load test, the chamber-to-plate diameter ratio is another factor that
needs to be addressed. According to Salgado and Lee (1999), the size effects in
calibration chambers are more pronounced in dense sands than in loose sands. Recently,
based on finite element analysis, Loukidis and Salgado (2009) showed that the slip
surfaces below a circular footing extended up to about eight times the circular footing
diameter to the sides in the dense sand with φ = 40°. In this study, the ratio of the
diameter of the chamber to the diameter of the CHT was 14.5 with φc = 32.8°.
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7.2.3. Details of Instrumentation
(1) Static load tests
The DCP used for the static load tests is identical to the one described in section
3.3.6 and ASTM D6951-03. The plate load tests were performed with a steel plate
13.75cm in diameter, which is very close to the diameter of the Clegg Hammer (13.0 cm
in diameter). A set of circular steel bearing plates were arranged in pyramidal fashion to
ensure rigidity, as per ASTM D 1196-03. Figure 7.5 shows (a) the DCP bar and (b) the
set of plates installed for the static load test.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 7.5 Photographs of (a) DCP bar, and (b) set of plates used in the tests.
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The instrumentation used for both static loads tests (with the DCP or the plates)
was identical. In order to apply the load on the DCP or the plates, a hydraulic jacking
pump was used. The reaction to the applied load was provided by the H-beam connected
to the soil chamber. A load cell installed on the hydraulic jack was used for measuring
the load applied on the DCP or the plates. The maximum capacity of the load cell is 20
kN, with a resolution of 0.01N. Also, the maximum displacement of the Linearly
Variable Differential Transducers (LVDT) is 50mm, with a resolution of 0.0001mm. In
order to record the load cell and the LVDT data, a data acquisition system, the CR5000
manufactured by Campbell Scientific, was used.

(2) Dynamic Cone Penetrometer Tests
A Pile Driving Analyzer (PDA) was used to record the values the DCP
penetration data. The dynamic measurements were taken with two piezoelectric
accelerometers attached in pairs on both sides of the DCP head (see Figure 7.6). Figure
7.6 shows the equipment used in the dynamic load tests.
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Figure 7.6 Photographs of (a) the Pile Driving Analyzer, and (b) the accelerometers
attached on the DCP bar.
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(3) Clegg Hammer Tests
The CHT apparatus (Model 95055A) used for the tests was manufactured by the
Lafayette Instrument Co., Lafayette, IN. As indicated in CHAPTER 3, this model
includes the hammer, which is 10kg weight, 0.3m diameter, and 0.13m drop height. An
accelerometer was attached on the hammer by the manufacturer. Tektronix Model No.
TDS 3014B Oscilloscope by Tektronix Co. was used to record the acceleration of the
hammer. Figure 7.7 shows the equipment used in the dynamic load tests.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7.7 Photographs of (a) the oscilloscope and (b) the CHT.
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7.2.4. Test Procedure
(1) Preparation of the sand samples in the chamber
Prior to performing the DCPT or CHT, the test sand was pluviated into the soil
chamber. The final height of the sand samples prepared in the chamber was about 140cm.
The target relative density values for dense and medium dense sand samples were about
91% and 58%, respectively, which correspond to relative compaction values of 98.1%
and 91.8%. Based on the preliminary tests, dense sand samples were prepared with a drop
height of 60cm using both sieves No. 6 and No.16, while medium dense sand samples
were prepared with a drop height of 40 cm using only sieve No.6. The variability in the
relative density values was about ±2.1% for dense sand samples and ±2.3% for medium
dense sand samples (Lee 2008).

(2) Test procedure for the static load tests
The DCP load tests were performed in accordance with ASTM D 1143. After
depositing the sand in the chamber, the DCP was inserted up to about 90cmin the sand
sample. The H-beam was then positioned and attached to the two supports on both sides
of the soil chamber. Four sets of nuts and bolts were used to firmly attach the H-beam to
each of the supports. The hydraulic jacking pump, the calibrated load cell, and the
LVDTs were placed in between the head of the DCP bar and the H-beam [see Figure 7.8
(a)]. The LVDTs were installed at equal distances from the center of the DCP. Magnetic
holders were used to attach the LVDTs to the reference beam. During the static load tests,
the load applied to the head of the DCP was measured by the load cell, while the
displacement of the DCP bar was measured by the two LVDTs. The load was applied in
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increments of 0.1 kN. At each step, the load was maintained until the displacement
measurement was stabilized.
The plate load tests were performed in accordance with ASTM D 1196-93. After
placing the set of plates on the surface of the sand sample, the load cell and the LVDTs
were positioned in the same manner as in the DCP tests [see Figure 7.8 (b)].
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plate
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Figure 7.8 Static load test set-up for (a) the DCP tests, and (b) the plate load tests.
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(3) Test procedure for the dynamic tests
The DCP used for this research has the same geometry presented in Section 3.3.6,
also specified in ASTM D6951-03. The DCP has an 8kg drop hammer, and the drop
height is 57.5cm. The DCP penetration per hammer blow was recorded during the test.
The CHT used for the research is Model No. 95055A manufactured by Lafayette
Co. The CHT has 10kg drop hammer, and the drop height is 30.0cm. When a CHT was
performed, the Clegg hammer was lifted and dropped from a fixed height that was
determined by the size of the cylinder surrounding the Clegg Hammer. For each hammer
blow, the acceleration was recorded using the oscilloscope.

7.3. Chamber Test Results

7.3.1. Static Test Results

(1) DCP load test results
Figure 7.9 presents the limit load versus settlement curves for the DCP load tests
performed in dense and medium dense sand samples. The ultimate load Qb,10% associated
with the load based on a settlement equal to 10% of the DCP diameter for dense sand was
2.7 times larger than that of medium dense sand.
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Figure 7.9 Static load-settlement curves obtained for dense and medium dense sand using
dynamic cone penetrometer.
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(2) Plate load test results
Figure 7.10 shows the load versus settlement curves obtained for the set of plates
tested on dense and medium dense sand samples. The limit load (QbL) for dense sand was
2.6 times larger than that of medium dense sand. Also, the load-settlement curve for
dense sand showed a peak value, while the curve for medium dense sand did not show
any peak. Different bearing capacity failure modes were observed on the sand surface for
these tests. In the case of the dense sand sample, the slip surfaces extended all the way to
the soil surface [see Figure 7.11 (a)], whereas no slip surfaces were observed on the
surface of the medium dense sand sample [Figure 7.11 (b)].
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Figure 7.10 Load-settlement curves for the plates bearing on sand.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7.11 Photographs of the surface of the samples after testing on (a) dense sand and
(b) medium dense sand.
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7.3.2. Dynamic Test Results
(1) DCP test results
Dynamic tests were performed for dense (RC=98.1%) sand samples only. Figures
7.12(a) and (b) show the penetration and velocity time history curves at the head of the
DCP for several depths. The figure shows that the penetration values decreased as the
depth of penetration increased.
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Figure 7.12 Time history curves at several depths of (a) penetration, and (b) velocity.
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Figure 7.13 compares the measured displacement at the DCP head vs. the
calculated displacement from the PDA. The displacements at the DCP head were directly
measured using a ruler after each blow, while the calculated displacements were found
using the acceleration rates recorded by the PDA. The figure shows that the measured
and computed penetration values are in reasonable agreement.
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Figure 7.13 Measured vs. calculated penetration per blow (mm/blow) at the DCP head.
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(2) CH test results
Figure 7.14 shows the acceleration vs. time curves for each blow. As the
measured acceleration with time history shows, initially acceleration values peaked
quickly and then decreased to almost zero within five milliseconds. The curves also show
that this trend was very similar regardless of the number of blows, but the maximum
acceleration decreased as the number of blows increased.
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Figure 7.14 Acceleration versus time history for Clegg Hammer Tests on dense sand.

Figure 7.15 shows the CIV (Clegg Impact Value) vs. the relative compaction of
the sand samples tested. In the case of a RC of 98.1%, CIV varied mostly between 5.0
and 9.2, but was mostly below 7.7. In the case of a RC of 91.8%, the CIV was not
recorded with many cases because of the lower limit of the data acquisition. However,
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some CIV values were recorded and varied between 5.0 and 6.8. According to Lafayette
Co., the CIV can be recorded if the value exceeds 3.0 (Lafayette Co. 2008, personal
communication). To summarize, the CIV varied significantly even for the same relative
compaction.
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Figure 7.15 CIV versus relative compaction for the sand sample.
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7.4. Summary

The chapter discussed presented the Dynamic Cone Penetration Test (DCPT) and the
Clegg Hammer Test (CHT) performed in a test chamber. The test conditions and the test
program were explained. The test procedure for both the static tests and the dynamic tests
were discussed in detail. The dimensions of the test chamber were large enough and of
the silica sand particles small enough to minimize scale effects.
Static load tests were performed on the DCP rod and cone and on a plate with the
same size as the Clegg Hammer. In the case of the DCP, the ultimate load Qb,10%
associated with a settlement equal to 10% of the DCP diameter for dense sand was 2.7
times larger than that of medium dense sand. In the case of the plate with the same size as
the Clegg hammer, the limit load for dense sand was 2.6 times larger than that for
medium dense sand.
It was shown that integration of measured accelerations leads to reasonable
estimates of the penetration of the DCP into the soil. For CHT, the acceleration of the
Clegg hammer was recorded on the soil in a test chamber. The acceleration values peaked
quickly and then decreased to almost zero within five milliseconds. In the case of 98.1%
RC, the CIV varied between 5.0 and 9.2, but was mostly below 7.7. .
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CHAPTER 8. INTERPRETATION OF THE RESULTS USING DYNAMIC
ANALYSIS

8.1. Introduction

This chapter discusses the DCPT and CHT results by comparing them with the
predictions done using the analyses using the selected models presented in CHAPTER 5
and proposes a framework for the interpretation of the results of these tests for soils. The
predicted test results were compared with the results of preliminary tests performed in a
test pit outside the Bowen laboratory, presented in section 6.2, and with results of tests
performed in the soil chamber, presented in section 7.3. The measured DCP blow counts
(NDCP) were compared with the predicted values. The measured Clegg Impact Values
(CIV), which are the peak decelerations of the hammer upon impact with the soil, were
compared with the predicted maximum deceleration values.
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8.2. Input Parameters for the Dynamic Analyses

The input parameters for the dynamic analyses are summarized in Table 8.1. Each is
discussed in detail next.

Table 8.1 Input parameters for the dynamic analyses

Input parameters

Clegg Hammer Test
(CHT)

Dynamic Cone
Penetration Test
(DCPT)

In-place dry unit weight (γd)

∨

∨

Specific gravity (Gs)

∨

∨

Max. shear modulus (Gmax)

∨

∨

Poisson’s ratio of the soil (v)

∨

∨

Critical-state friction angle of the
soil (φc) for sand

∨

∨

Undrained shear strength (su) of
clay

∨

∨

Constants for viscous damping (m
and n)

∨

∨

Geometry of DCP bar and the tip
(diameter of bar and tip and length)

∨

Geometry of Clegg Hammer
(Radius, weight, and drop height)

∨

Impact velocity

∨
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(1) Maximum dry unit weights and specific gravities
The maximum dry unit weight values were obtained from the results of the
laboratory compaction tests. The specific gravities were also measured after taking the
samples from the field as presented in the previous chapters. Table 8.2 summarizes the
test results, which were also given in earlier chapters.

Table 8.2 Maximum dry unit weight and specific gravity used for the dynamic analysis
Input parameters

Sand sample used in
the chamber

Clay sample used in the
pit

In-place dry unit weight (γd, kN/m3)

15.3~17.8†

16.2~17.3†

Specific gravity (Gs)

2.65

2.74

†

the dry unit weights were varied depending on the relative compaction values.

(2) Maximum shear modulus and Poisson’s ratio
The small-strain shear modulus is the shear modulus corresponding to the linear
elastic portion of the soil deformation curve. This linear elastic soil behavior takes place
only at very small deformation levels associated with shear strains typically less than 10-5
(Salgado 2008). The maximum shear modulus can be expressed as (Hardin and Black
1968):

(

eg − e
⎛ G0 ⎞
⎜
⎟ = Cg
1+ e
⎝ pA ⎠

)

2

⎛ σ 'm ⎞
⎜
⎟
⎝ pA ⎠

ng

Eq. 8.1
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where pA is a reference stress (= 100kPa = 0.1MPa ≈ 1tsf), σ'm = (σ'v + 2σ'h)/3 is the mean
effective stress after consolidation but before any shearing has taken place; Cg, eg, ng are
constants for a given soil. Thus, G0 varies depending on the in-place unit weight and
depth of soil. Figure 8.1 shows the distribution of computed G0 in a chamber.
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Figure 8.1 G0 values for the test sand

The Poisson’s ratio of soil at very low strain ranges between 0.1 and 0.2 for sand
and is a little higher for clay. The value of Poisson’s ratio of saturated clay reaches 0.5
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under undrained conditions. For the dynamic analysis, the Poisson’s ratio of 0.15 was
used for the sand, 0.3 for the clay.

(3) Shear strength of soil
The shear strength of sand is determined by the mobilized friction angle. The
critical-state friction angle values range from 28o to 36° for most clean silica sands
(Salgado 2008). In the dynamic analysis, the critical-state friction angle of 32.8o was used,
which was obtained from the triaxial compression tests, presented in CHAPTER 7.
The undrained shear strength of clay can be measured by performing Cone
Penetration Tests (CPT) in the field or by performing unconfined compression tests in the
laboratory. In the dynamic analysis, we used the undrained shear strength obtained from
the unconfined compression tests presented in CHAPTER 6.

(4) The geometry of in situ dynamic tests
The geometry of the DCP is specified in ASTM D 6951-03, which is used for the
dynamic analysis. The geometry of the CHT depends on the apparatus used. Since we
used Model 95055A in testing, the weight of the Clegg hammer of the model is 10kg
with a drop height of 0.3m.

(5) Impact velocity of Clegg hammer
With respect to the impact velocity of the Clegg hammer, the coefficient of
restitution is assumed to be 0 (perfectly plastic impact). The ratio of the rebound velocity
and the impact velocity is normally referred to as the coefficient of restitution. According
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to Roesset et al. (1994), this coefficient is not very sensitive to the impact velocity. If the
principle of conservation of energy is applied, the following equations can be set:

T=

1
2
mc ( uc )
2

Eq. 8.2

where T is energy at the time of impact (=29.42J from the geometry of Clegg hammer),
mc is the mass of Clegg hammer, and uc is the approach velocity of Clegg hammer right
before the impact. Hence, the Clegg hammer and underlying soil move together right
after the impact. Since this mass of the soil is very small, it is negligible. As a result,
based on Eq. 8.2., the impact velocity of the Clegg hammer is 2.40 m/s.
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8.3. Validation of the Results of the Tests Performed in the Purdue Test Chamber

8.3.1. Prediction of Static Test Results in Sand
There are numerous methods available for estimating the static bearing capacity of a
circular footing (or of a circular plate, as is the case here for the Clegg Hammer Test). In
this research, as discussed in CHAPTER 5, the representative mean effective stress
suggested by Loukidis and Salgado (2006) was employed for the analysis.
Figure 8.2 compares computed bearing capacities with capacities obtained from
plate load tests performed on the sand in the chamber. For the comparison, the computed
bearing capacities using the representative mean effective stress suggested by Perkins and
Madson (2000) were also plotted on Figure 8.2. At two different relative compaction
values, the plate load test results validated the effectiveness of the representative mean
effective stress suggested by Loukidis and Salgado (2006).
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Figure 8.2 Comparison of predicted and measured capacities for plate load tests
performed on dense and medium dense sand samples.

With respect to the static bearing capacity of the DCP, the equation by Salgado
and Prezzi (2007) was adopted for the analysis. Again, the static load tests were
performed as discussed in section 7.3.1 and test results were compared with the solutions
based on the equation by Salgado and Prezzi (2007). Table 8.3 summarizes the measured
and predicted limit capacities.
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Table 8.3 Summary of measured and predicted static penetration resistance of the DCP
QbL (N)

Unit weight
of sand
(KN/m3)

DR

16.25

58

17.37

91

G0 (MPa)
Predicted

Measured

34.8

1104

667

41.7

3098

1893

Based on the comparison, the equation overestimates the limit bearing capacity.
This is because the static load tests were conducted under low confining pressure
condition, hence Q=10 and R=1 cannot be adopted, which were used for the development
of the equation by Salgado and Prezzi (2007). Based on the comparison between test
results and the solution of the equation, static resistances by Salgado and Prezzi (2007)
were about 1.6 times larger than the measured static resistance as shown in Table 8.3.
Thus, the equation by Salgado and Prezzi (2007) could be rewritten as:

⎛ σ' ⎞
q bL
= exp ⎣⎡0.1041φc + ( 0.0264 − 0.0002φc ) D R ⎦⎤ ⎜ h ⎟
pA
⎝ pA ⎠

0.841− 0.0047DR

Eq. 8.3

8.3.2. Prediction of Dynamic Test Results in Sand

The equation of motion presented in section 5.4.1 was used for the dynamic analysis.
Based on the equation along with numerical scheme, the acceleration can be obtained.
Since the CHT is a Single Degree Of Freedom (SDOF) problem, spreadsheet can be used
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to conduct the dynamic analysis. Based on the selected dynamic model, the acceleration
was calculated and compared with the dynamic measurements made in the chamber.
Figure 8.3 shows the comparison between measured and predicted accelerations for the
Clegg hammer test.
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Figure 8.3 Comparison of predicted and measured acceleration in the chamber.

Figure 8.3 shows that the selected dynamic model has a good agreement with the
acceleration of the Clegg Hammer during the impact. The analytical results of CIV
depend of the impact velocity. Figure 8.3 compares the measured and predicted peak
acceleration values with all CIV values tested in the Purdue test chamber.
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Figure 8.4 Predicted and measured CIV versus relative compaction.

Figure 8.4 compares the predicted and measured penetration values for the
dynamic cone penetrometer at different depths. As shown in the figure, the dynamic
analysis shows good agreement with the penetration per blow gotten from the integration
of the acceleration values recorded in the test chamber. Figure 8.4 shows that the
dynamic model overestimates the penetration values by seven millimeters.
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Figure 8.5 Comparison of predicted and measured penetration per blow (mm/blow) at
different depths in the test chamber.

8.4. Validation of the Preliminary Test Results in Clay

The dynamic models presented in CHAPTER 5 were also used to predict the penetration
of the DCP and the Clegg Impact Value (CIV). Unconfined compression tests were
performed on clay samples extracted from the test pit to obtain its undrained shear
strength, as discussed in section 6.2.
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Figure 8.5 compares predicted and measured CIV for different relative
compaction values. The dynamic model shows good agreement with the average values
of the tests results performed in the test pit.
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Figure 8.6 Predicted and measured CIV versus relative compaction for the pit tests.

Dynamic analysis of dynamic penetration was conducted using the input
parameters that were given in section 8.2. Table 8.3 shows the summary of measured and
predicted NDCP of clay in the test pit.
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Table 8.4 Summary of measured and predicted NDCP of clay in the test pit
RC of the clay
86.4%

89.6%

91.3%

95.0%

3.0

6.4

6.9

7.7

3.7

6.8

9.6

9.1

3.1

4.0

4.5

5.6

3.4

4.6

5.3

6.5

NDCP
Test
results
Analytical
results

0-to-6 inch
penetration
6-to-12 inch
penetration
0-to-6 inch
penetration
6-to-12 inch
penetration
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8.5. Summary

In this chapter, the dynamic response of the DCPT and CHT were predicted using the
dynamic model presented in CHAPTER 5. The test results were then compared with the
analytical results both in case of sand and clay. In order to predict the dynamic response
of the DCPT and CHT, the static bearing capacity should be accurately calculated.
For the CHT, the peak acceleration values were captured in the analysis and
showed good agreement with test results, though the test results were highly variable.
DCPT the penetration per blow was also predicted well by the selected dynamic model.
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CHAPTER 9. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

9.1. Summary

The most common soil compaction quality control method involves the use of the nuclear
gauge to determine the in-place dry unit weight. However, the nuclear gauge is inherently
hazardous and costly because of strict safety-related requirements. Thus, several
alternative tests, such as the Dynamic Cone Penetration Test (DCPT) and the Clegg
Hammer Test (CHT), have been developed as alternatives. In spite of significant research
performed to interpret the results of DCPTs and CHTs, no reliable correlation is available
in the literature to employ these tests for soil compaction quality control.
The main goal of this study was to propose and evaluate possible interpretation
methods for the DCPT and the CHT. A number of DCPTs and CHTs were performed on
road sites in Indiana, in a test pit, and in a test chamber at Purdue University. The soils
tested were characterized through a series of laboratory tests (grain-size analysis, the
laboratory compaction test, and the Atterberg limits tests). Results were targeted
statistically to consider compaction variability to develop compaction criteria based on
the DCPT. Analytical solutions of the DCPT and the CHT were also explored in this
study for creating a basis to interpret test results.
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9.2. Conclusions

Based on the findings of the present study, the following conclusions are drawn:

1. Correlations exist between compaction properties (γdmax and wcopt) and the plasticity
index (Basheer 2001; Gurtug and Sridrahan 2003; Omar et. al. 2003; Sridharan and
Nagaraj 2004; Sivrikaya 2007; Sivrikaya et al. 2008). Based on the test results provided
by INDOT, we also found a correlation between γdmax, Optimum Moisture Content
(OMC, wcopt), plastic limit (PL), and liquid limit (LL) for Indiana soils.

2. The specification of many agencies in the U.S. for density control (e.g., 95% relative
compaction) has effectively worked for more than 30 years and therefore can be used as a
basis for control of compaction.

3. The data available in the literature indicated that the actual mean value of relative
compaction achieved on the sites were roughly two to three percent greater than the
specification requirements and that about 20% of the test results did not meet the
specification requirement (90% or 95% relative compaction).

4. Based on the experimental program undertaken to assess the Dynamic Cone
penetration Test (DCPT) and the Clegg Hammer Test (CHT), DCP minimum required
blow count criteria were suggested by grouping the soil into three categories related to
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AASHTO soil classification. In addition, statistical variability of the test results was
considered. As a result, the equations discussed next are proposed in this report.

(a) A-3 soil: the minimum required blow count (NDCP)req|0~12” for 0-12”
penetration corresponding to an RC of 95% varies from 7 to 10; it is a function of
coefficient of uniformity. The following equation was proposed for A-3 soils:

(NDCP)req|0~12” = 4.0 ln(Cu) +2.6

where Cu = the coefficient of uniformity. The (NDCP)req|0~12” is the minimum required
blow count for 0-to-12 inch penetration that implies an RC of 95% with high probability.
The minimum required blow count should be rounded up to the nearest integer. Table 9.1
presents (NDCP)req│0~12” for typical coefficient of uniformity values.

Table 9.1 Relationship between (NDCP)req│0~12” and coefficient of uniformity (Cu)
Coefficient of uniformity (Cu)

NDCP│0~12”

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

6
7
9
10
10
11
11
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(b) “Granular” soil (A-1 and A-2 soils except soils containing gravel): the
minimum required blow count (NDCP)req|0~12” for this type of soil is influenced by the fine
particles that are present in the soil. Since the plasticity index and the amount of fine
particles contained in the “granular” soil correlate with the OMC, the minimum required
blow count for “granular” soils was proposed as a function of the OMC as follows:

(NDCP)req|0~12”= 59exp(-0.12wcopt)

where wcopt = the optimum moisture content. The (NDCP)req|0~12” is the minimum required
blow count for 0-to-12 inch penetration that implies an RC of 95% with high probability.
The minimum required blow count should be rounded up to the nearest integer. Table 9.2
presents (NDCP)req│0~12” for typical optimum moisture content values.

Table 9.2 Relationship between (NDCP)req│0~12” and optimum moisture content (wcopt)
optimum moisture content (wcopt)

NDCP│0~12”

10
11
12
13
14

18
16
14
13
11
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(c) Silty, clayey soil: test results showed that the minimum required NDCP for this
soil correlates with the plasticity index and the percentage of soil by weight passing the
#40 sieve. Thus, we propose that the minimum required NDCP for silty clayey soils be
estimated as a function of the plasticity index and the percentage of soil by weight
passing the #40 sieve according to:

(NDCP)req|0~6” = 17exp[-0.07(PI)(%passing #40)/100]

where (NDCP)req|0~6” = minimum required blow count for 0-to-6 inch penetration that
implies an RC of 95% with high probability, PI = plasticity index; and

NDCP|6~12” = 27exp[-0.08(PI)(%passing #40)/100]

where (NDCP)req|6~12” = minimum required blow count for 6-to-12 inch penetration that
implies an RC of 95% with high probability. The minimum required blow counts should
be rounded up to the nearest integer. Table 9.3 presents (NDCP)req│0~12” for typical PI and
percent passing the #40 sieve values.
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Table 9.3 Relationship between NDCP, Cu, wcopt, PI, and percent the #40 passing sieve
PI (%)
3

6

9

12

15

18

21

24

#40 passing sieve (%)
70
80
90
100
70
80
90
100
70
80
90
100
70
80
90
100
70
80
90
100
70
80
90
100
70
80
90
100
70
80
90
100

NDCP│0~6”
15
15
15
14
13
13
12
12
11
11
10
10
10
9
8
8
9
8
7
6
8
7
6
5
7
6
5
4
6
5
4
4

NDCP│6~12”
23
23
22
22
20
19
18
17
17
16
15
14
14
13
12
11
12
11
10
9
10
9
8
7
9
8
6
6
8
6
5
4
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5. The Clegg Impact Value (CIV) versus relative compaction exhibited considerable
variability.

6. Dynamic analyses hold promise in forming the basis for interpretation of the DCPT
and CHT, as prediction of the penetration process (DCPT) and accelerations (CHT) for
sand under controlled conditions were very reasonable.

9.3. Suggestions for Future Research

Based on the work performed in this study, the following is recommended for future
research.

1. Extensive testing could be performed on various types of soil in conjunction with
conventional density-control tests such as nuclear gauge tests. This would allow
refinement of the relationship between the minimum required DCP blow count (NDCP)req
and other geotechnical properties suggested in this research.

2. Theories should be explored further to develop more rigorous methods of
interpretation.
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3. In order to employ the Clegg hammer test as a tool for compaction quality control,
refinement of the data acquisition system and change of geometry, weight and size of the
Clegg hammer should be considered.
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